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"With Malice towardNonc. with Charity for All, and with Firmness In the Right"
R0V Mora County, New Mexico.
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In presenting the picture of the
Easter Sunday crowd and Denver
Excursionists in Roy. we call at-tention of our subscribers to the
generosity of Mr. Volney T Hog- ;gatt, Editor of 'the "Great Divide" at Denver, in supplying us
cuts of the
with the Half-ton- e
most interesting picture ever
made in Roy.
The sale of the State Land
which he brought his excursionists, to see was held at Clayton
Wednesday of this week and we
have every reason to believe he
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secured the desired lands for his

patrons.
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We are printing 250 extra copies of this issue and v ill try to
keep a few for sale at the office
if you want to send them to your
'friends at a distance. We are
sure th3 page willvbe more
interesting to most readers than
anything we could write.
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Preparendness
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A "Preparedness" meeting
was held in Roy last Saturday
night to discuss means of concerted action in case of disturbances arising along with possible trouble on the Mexican bor-
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It was generally conceded that
we should all have weapons handy
and be ready to use them intelligently should occasion require
and an effort is being made to se
cure a number of standard army
rifles and practice using them.
In the meantime all are urged to
have some practical means of defense handy in their homes but
not to get hysterical about it, .
There is not much likelihood of
it
trouble from the bárder.
should come this way we want to
be prepared to meet it.
We need each man who can
handle a gun properly to have
arms and ammunition handy and
guard against the ' treachery of
those who might try to strike at
our business or transportation
enterprises or supplies.
The matter of getting Seeds
from the Government for this
S axon's planting was discussed
and is the most important phase
of the "Preparedness" program.
Another meeting will be held
on Monday evening, Apr. 30th,
a - which all citizens should be
present and participate. It is of
supreme importance.
The possibility of a food shortage is a greater menace to us
fian are our border troubles.
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New Store Adv.
'X

We all your attention to the
full page adv. announcing the
opening of the big new Floer-sheiStore in this Mssue. Not
because it is possiDle that you
can fail to see it but that we are
proud of this fine new building
and of the confidence in the future of Roy which prompted its
erection. In the near future we
hope to be able to feature this
big store and present pictures of
it that will give the world outside a chance to see that the big
gest business enterprise in Roy
is not afraid'of the future of this
great mesa.
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Auto Accident
C. L. Wenséll and Wolcott'
Russel turned the big Okkland
car over on the Albert hill last
Saturday.
They were coming
r
home from Albert and the
soppad on the hill, the break
failed to hold and in running bat k
arainst the bank to stop they
ran up cm the bank and tipped
over, NThey walked to Lyle
Bradley's and got him to bring
them home in his Ford.
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"All a mun in our profession has Is
a certuln method, knowledge call it
what you like and fulth in himself. I
; that's all. Cerlost my
tuln things happened; kept oa happening. So I gave It up."
'"If every surgeon gave tip because
he lost cases I've Just told you I did
your operation today. There was Just
a chance for the man, and I took my
courage in my hands and tried it The
poor devil's dead,"
K. rose rather wearily and emptied
his pipe over the balcony rail.
"That's not the same. That's the
Mary Roberts Rlnehart
chance he and you took. What happened to me was different"
ripe In hand, he stood staring out
(Copyright, by McUure Publications, loo.) at the allanthus tree with Its crown
of stars. Instead of the Street with Its
quiet houses, be saw the men he had
known and worked with and taught,
Le Moyne Is Found Out and
his friends who spoke his language,
the Big Part of Our Story
who had loved him, many of them,
Begins to Unfold.
gathered about a bronze tablet set in
a wall of the old college ; he saw their
earnest faces and grave eyes. He
SYNOPSIS K. LeMoyne, a
young man, becomes a roomer
heard
at the Page home, where Sidney,
He heard the soft rustle of Sidney's
her mother, Anna, and her old
dress as she came Into the little room
muid aunt, Harriet, a dressmakbehind them.
er preside. Through the Influence of Dr. Max Wilson, a sucCHAPTER X.
cessful young surgeon, Sidney
becomes a probationary nurse
A few days after Wilson's recogniat the hospital. Aunt Harriet
tion of Kn two most exciting things
opens a fushlonable shop downhappened to Sidney. One was that
town. Christine Lorenz and PalChristine asked her to be maid of
mer liowe are about to be marhonor at her wedding. The other was
ried and they will take rooms at
more wonderful. She was accepted,
the Pages'. Sidney Is loved by
and given her cap.
K by Joe Druramond, a
Because she could not get home that
bean, and by Dr. Mux,
night, and because the little house had
who fascinates her. At the hosno telephone, she wrote the news to
pital she begins to see the unher mother and sent a note to Le
derside of the world. She meets
Moyne.
Charlotta Harrison, who has
K. found the note on the hall table
been very "thick" with Dr. Max.
when he got home thnt night and carK. LeMoyne Is a mystery. He
ried it upstairs to read. Whatever
works at the gas office as a
hope he might have had that her
faint
clerk, but his past Is hidden, and
youth would prevent, her acceptance
he fears to meet strangers
be knew now was over. With the letwhy? As this Installment opens.
ter in his hand, he sat by his table
Doctor Max Is coming across the
and looked ahead into the empty years.
street from bis home to call on
Not quite empty, of course. She would
Sidney. K. shrinks from the Inbe coming home.
troduction but sees no way of
But more and more the life of the
escape.
hospital would engross her. He surmised, too, very shrewdly, that, had he
ever had a hope that she might come
CHAPTER IX Continued.
to care for hlra, his very presence In
the little house militated against him.
"Sidney?"
There was none of the Illusion of sep"Here! Right back here!"
aration ; he was always there, like Ka- There was vibrant gladness In her
tone. He came slowly toward them.
"My brother Is not at home, so I
came over. How select you are, with
your balcony I"
"Can you see the step?"
"Coming, with bells on."
K. had risen and pushed back bis
chair. His mind was working quickly.
Here In the darkness he could hold
the situation for a moment If he
could get Sidney Into the house, the
rest would not matter. Luckily, the
balcony was very dark.
"Is anyone 111?"
"Mother is not well. This Is Mr. Le
Moyne, and he knows who you are
high-scho- ol

im
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very well, Indeed."
The two men shook bunds.
"I've heard a lot of Mr. Le Moyne.
You're the most popular man on the

Street."
"I've always heard that about you.
Sidney, If Doctor Wilson Is here to see
your mother "
"And Dr.
"Going," snld Sidney.
Wilson Is a very great person, K., so
be polite to him."
Max had aroused at the sound of
Le Moyne's voice, not to suspicion, of
Without any
course, but to memory.
apparent reason, he was back In Berlin, tramping the country roads, and
beside him

"Wonderful night! Will you have a
cigarette?"
"Thanks; I have my pipe here."
K. struck a match with his steady
luinds. Now Unit the thing had come,
he was glad to face It In the flare,
his quiet profile glowed against the
night. Then he flung the match over
the rail. Mux stared; then he rose.
Blackness bad descended on them
again, except for the dull glow of K.'s

K. Struck a Match With His Steady

Hand.

tie. When she opened the door, she
called "Mother" from the hall. If
Anna did not answer, she called him,
In much the same voice.
Sidney's letter was not the only one
old pipe.
he received that day. When, in re"For God's sake 1"
sponse to Kutle's summons, he rose
"Sh ! The neighbors next door have
heavily and prepared for dinner, he
a bad habit of sitting just Inside the
found on unopened envelope on the
curtains."
table. It was from Max Wilson :
"But you I"
In
"Sit down. Sidney will be back
Dear Le Moyne I have a feeling of delia moment I'll talk tu you. If you'll sit cacy about trying to see you again so
soon. I'm bound to respect your seclustill. Can you hear me pluinly?"
sion. But there are some things that have
After a moment "Tes."
got to be discussed.
"I've been here In Ihe city, I mean
It takes courage to step down from the
for a year. Name's Le Moyne. pinnacle you stood on. So it's not cowhas set you down here. It's
Don't forget It Le Moyne. I've got ardice that
conception. And I've thought of
a position In the gas office, clerical." vruná
things.
The first, and best, is for you
two
Wilson stirred, but he found no ade- to go back. Mo one has taken your place,
no one could do the work. But
quate words. Only a part of what K. because
If that's out of the question and only you
suld got to him. Fir a moment he know that, for only you know the facts
was back In a famous clinic, and this the next best thing Is this, and in all human across from hlin It was not be- manity I make the suggestion.
your pres-

Take the State exams under
lievable I
ent name, and when you've got your cer,
not
work,
come in with me. This Isn't magIt's
and
safe.
tificate,
hard
"It's
If I make a mistake there's no life nanimity. I'll be getting much mora than
I give.
hnnglng on it,"
M. W.
Think It over, old man.
Wilson's voice showed that he was
promore thun Incredulous; he was
It is a carious fa'ct that a man who
Is absolutely untrustworthy
about
foundly moved.
"We thought you were dead. There women is often the soul of honor to
were all sorts of stories. When a year other men. The younger Wilson, takwout by the Titanic hnd gone down, ing his pleasures lightly and not too
and nobody knew but what you were discriminatingly, was making an offer
on It we gave up. I In June we put that meant his ultimate eclipse, and
up a tablet for you at the college. I doing it cheerfully, with tils eyes open.
went down for the for the services."
K. was moved. It was like Max to
"Let It stny," snld K. quietly. "I'm make such an offer, like him to do it
dead as far as the college goes, any- as if he were asking a favor and not
how. I'll never go back. I'm Le Moyne conferring one. But the offer left him
n iw. And, for heaven's sake, don't be untempted. He had weighed himself
sorry for me. I'm more contented in the balance, and found himself
tluii Tve been for a long time."
wanting. No tablet on the college wall
The wonder in Wilson' voice was could change that And when, late
jiving way to Irritation.
that night, Wilson found him on the
"But when you had everything I balcony and added appeal to arguWhy, good heavens, man, I did your ment the situation remained unoperation today, and I've been blowing changed. He realized its hopelessness
about it aver aluce."
when K. lapsed Into whimsical humor.

RPANISH-AMERICA-

"I'm not absolutely useless where I
Sidney colored. "I believe so.".am, you know, Max," he said. "I've
The probationer had been Instructed
raised three tomato plants antl a fam- to find out other things; so she set to
ily of kittens this summer, helped to work with a fan at Sidney's Hair.
plan a trousseau, assisted In selecting
"You've known Doctor Wilson a long
wallpaper for the room Just Inside
time, h&ven't you?"
4
did you notice it? and developed a
"Ages."
boy pitcher with a ball that twists
"He's awfully
Isn't
around the bat like a Colics fracture he?"
around a splint I"
Sidney considered. She was not igWilson rose and flung his cigarette norant of the methods of the school.
Into the grass.
If this girl was pumping her
"I wish I understood youi" he said
"I'll have to think that over," she
irrltaily.
said, with a glint of mischief In her
K. rose with him, and all the sup- eyes. "When you know a person terpressed feeling of the interview was ribly well, you hardly know whether
crowded Into his last words.
or not."
he's
"I'm not as ungrateful as you think,
"I suppose," said the piobotloner,
Max," he said. "I you've helped a running the long strands of Sidney's
lot Don't worry about me. I'm as hair through her fingers, "that when
well off os I deserve to be, and better. you are at home you see him often."
Good night."
Sidney got off the window sill, and,
"Good night"
taking the probationer smilingly by the
Wilson's unexpected magnanimity shoulders, faced her fbward the door.
put K. In a curious position left
"You go back to the girls," she snld,
him, as It were, with a divided alle"and tell them to come in and see me
giance. Sidney's frank Infatuation for
when I am dressed, and tell them this :
the young surgeon was growing. He I don't know whether I am .to
walk
was quick to see It And where before down
the aisle with Doctor Wilson,
he might have felt justified in going
but I hope I am.
see hlra very often.
to the length of warning her, now bis I like hi very I
in
much. I hope he likes
hands were tied.
me. And I think he's handsome."
Sidney went on night duty shortly
She shoved the probationer out into
after her acceptance. She tumbled the hall and locked the door
behind
Into her low bed at nine o'clock in the
her.
morning, those days, with her splenThat message in Its entirety reached
did hair neatly braided down her back
Carlotta Harrison. Her smoldering
and her prayers said, and Immediately eyes flamed. The audacity of
it stur-tle- d
her active young mind filled with
her. Sidney must be very sure
images Chrlstlne'a wedding, Doctor
of herself. When the probationer Who
Max passing the door of the old ward
had brought her the report had gone
puzand she not there, Joe and she
out she lay In her long, white nightzled over Grace and her kind.
gown," hands clasped under her head,
On her first night on duty a girl
and stared at the vnultllke celling of
had been brought in from the Avenue. her little room.
She had taken poison nobody knew
She saw there Sidney In her white
just what When the Internes had dress
going down the aisle of the
tried to find out she had only said:
; she saw the group around the
church
"What's the use?"
altar; and, as surely as she lay there,
And she had died.
knew that Max Wilson's eyes
Sidney kept asking herself, "Why?" she
would
be, not on the bride, but on the
those mornings when she could not get
girl who stood beside her,
to sleep. People
men
-

good-lookin- g,

good-lookin- g

were
were kind
, The curious thing was that Carlotta
kind, really and yet for some reason
or other, those things had to be. felt that she could stop the wedding'
If she wanted to. She'd happened on
Why?
a
bit of information many a wedding
Carlotta Harrison went on night
duty at the sume time her last night hnd been stopped for less. It rather
service, as it was Sidney's first She obsessed her to think of stopping the
accepted It stoically. She had charge wedding, so that Sidney and Max
of the three wards on the floor Just would not walk down' the aisle tobelow Sidney, and of the ward into gether.
There came, at last, an hour before
which all emergency cases were taken.
Tt was a difficult service, perhaps the the wedding, a lull In the feverish
most difficult In the bouse. Carlotta activities of the previous month. Everything was ready. In the attic, in
merely shrugged her shoulders.
"I've always had things pretty hard the center of a sheet before a toilet
here," she commented briefly. "When table which had been carried upstairs
I go out I'll either be competent for her benefit sat on this her day
enough to run a whole hospital single-hande- of days, the bride. All the second
or I'll be carried out feet story had been prepared for guests
and presents. Christine sat alone In
first"
Sidney was glad to have her so near. the center of her sheet The bridesShe knew her better than she knew maids had been sternly forbidden to
the other nurses. Small emergencies come into her room.
"I haven't had a chance to think for
were constantly arising and finding her
at a loss. Once at least every night a month," she said. "And I've got
Miss Harrison would hear a soft hiss some things I've got to think out"
But, when Sidney came, she sent for
from the back staircase that (Connect
ed the two floors, and, going out would her. Sidney found her sitting on a
see Sidney's flushed face and slightly stiff chair, in her wedding gown, with
crooked cap bending over the stair her veil spread out on a small stand.
"Close the door," said Christine.
rail.
"I'm dreadfully sorry to bother you," And, after Sidney had kissed her:
"I've a good mind not to do it"
she would say, "but
won't
"You're tired and nervous, that's
have a fever bath ;" or, "I've a woman
here who refuses her medicine." Then all."
"I am, of course. But that Isn't
would follow rapid questions and
equully rapid answers. Much as Car- what's wrong with me. Throw that
lotta disliked and feared the girl over- veil some place and sit down."
head, it never occurred to her to reChristine was undoubtedly rouged, a
fuse her assistance.. Perhaps the an- very delicate touch. Sidney thought
gels who keep the great record will brides should be rather pale. But
under her eyes were lines that Sidney
put that to her credit.
had never seen there before.
'Tm not going to be foolish, Sidney.
Sidney saw her first death shortly
after she went on night duty. It was I'll go through with it, of course. It
the most terrible experience of all her would put mamma In her grave If I
life It seemed to her that she could made a scene now."
She suddenly turned on Sidney.
not stand it. Added to all her other
"Palmer gave his bachelor dinner at
new problems of living was this one
'
the Country club last night. They all
,
of dying.
She made mistakes, of course, which drank more than they should. Somebody called father up today and said
the kindly nurses forgot to report
basins left about, errors on her rec- that Palmer had emptied a bottle of
ords. She rinsed her thermometer in wine Into the piano. He hasn't been
hot water one night, and startled an here today."
"He'll be along. And as for the
Interne by sending him word that Mary
McGuIre's temperature was 110 de- other perhaps it wasn't Palmer who
grees. She let a delirious patient escape did it."
"That's not it, Sidney. Tm frightfrom the ward another night and go
airily down the fire escape before she ened."
discovered what had happened! Then
Three months before, perhaps, Sidshe distinguished herself by flying ney could not have comforted her ; but
down the Iron staircase and bringing three months had made a change in
Sidney.
the runaway back
The complacent sophistries
of her girlhood no longer answered for
For Christine's wedding the Street truth. She put her arms around Christhrew off Its drab attire and assumed tine's shoulders.
"A man who drinks is a broken
a wedding garment In the beginning
it was incredulous about some of the reed," said Chr.stine. "That's what
details. The wedding was to be at I'm going to nurry and lean on the
five o'clock. This, in itself, defied all rest of my lifea broken reed. And
traditions of the Street, which was that isn't all I"
either married in the very early morning at the Catholic church or at eight
Would you permit your daugho'clock in the evening at the Presbyteter or sister to marry a young
rian. There was something reckless
man who la a rake a "broken
about five o'clock. The Street felt the
reed?" Would Christine do right
dash of it. It had a queer feeling that
to refuse to marry, even at this
perhaps such a marriage was not quite
legal.
late hour?
The younger Wilson was to be one
of the ushers. When the newspapers
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
came oat with the published list and
was
discovered,
as well as that
this
Then Things Happened.
Sidney was the maid of honor, there
He was a bookkeeper in a big manwas a distinct quiver through the hos- ufacturing establishment
He lived
pital training school. A probationer In a hull room In a modest boarding
was authorized tó find out particulars. house and ate his luncheons in a quick-lunc- h
It was the day of the wedding then,
restaurant.
and Sidney, who had not been to bed
"There's no chance for adventure
at all, was sitting in a sunny window here in a great city," he used to say
in the dormitory annex, drying her as he sat on the front steps evenings.
hair.
Then all in the same week a burglar
The probationer was distinctly un- took $10 from bis trousers' pocket, an
easy.
ammonia tank blew up in his office
"I I Just wonder," she said, "if you building, he was caught in a subway
would let some of the' girls come in wreck, he was arrested by mistake for
to see you when you're dressed?"
a pickpocket and he was run down
"Why, of course I will."
by an automobile on his, way homel
"It's awfully thrilling, Isn't it? And
from work and he married the nursi
Isn't Doctor Wilson going to be an who helped set his broken arm,
usher?"
Youth's Companion.
d,

single-hande-

CONQUEROR

OF TWO PLAGUES

Next to General Gorgas, Surgeon
General Rupert Blue, the head of the
United States public health service,
has done the greatest work for sanitation on a large scale that has beeu
accomplished by an American. If he
had done nothing else than to have
completely banished the bubonic
plague from these shores, after it hud
gained an alarming headway in San
Francisco, he would have been worthy
of all the prulse that has been awardV
ed him, but he has done considerably
more in other large fields where he
has been engaged.
General Blue is one of the youngest men to hold the office of surgeon
general In the United States service,
being not yet fifty years of age. He Is
a native of North Carolina and received his medical degree from the
University of Maryland, ne has been
connected with the public health
service since 1892, being appointed sur- geon general in 1912. He was sent to
San Francisco twice to banish the bubonic plague first In 1903, when it first
made its appearance in the United States, and again In 1907, when there were
signs of a return. This work required wonderful organization to combat the

(

J

evil.
No sooner had this been done than it was demanded that the plague of
fleas, from which the city had suffered for years, be attacked, and this required new treatment. It had been discovered that squirrels were the car
rlers of this pest, and that meant that a squlrrelless zone had to be drawn
around the city. This, too, was successfully treated by destroying squirrels.

GREAT ITALIAN STATESMAN
The man of greatest moment in
Italy today next to the king and prime
minister is Baron Sonnlno, minister
of foreign affairs, who Is perhaps the
most important of the three. ' Sidney
Sonnlno is a statesman of British sym(
pathies. This is not unnatural, for
his mother was English and he was
educated at Oxford.
"
At the time of formation of the
Salandra cabinet the selection of such
a man was regarded as significant of
the probable attitude of the new min'
istry. And so it proved. No one In
Italy or elsewhere, probably, has seen
more clearly the real forces at work
under the present convulsion In Europe
than has Baron Sonnlno.
In order to fit his country properiy
to play her great part in the drama
he needed "the cold head" of an
Englishman, as well as the warm heart
of an Italian. He needed to hold his
emotional countrymen back until Italy
was entirely ready by land and by sea to do what everyone expected of her.
In all the diplomatic .negotiations which have led to the fateful result Baron
Sonnlno has been opposed by such masters of diplomacy as Prince von Buelow
and Baron Macchio, respectively the German and Austrian ambassadors at
Rome. The green book published by the Italian government, and In particular that government's explanatory note to the American government, reveal
not only the methods and results of Sidney Sonnlno's skill and determination, they disclose also his Ideuls of humanity and democracy.
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HAS FINE FIGHTING

RECORD

It may be needful to send an expeditionary force to France before the
war Is over and in that case it would
not be strange if General Bell, as com-- .
mander in the Eastern department
whence the expedition would naturally be sent, would command it. Certain
it is he would be one of a small group
of men considered for the place.
General Bell, when the Spanish
His
war began, was a lieutenant
rapid rise since then has been due to
merit He once told a friend that he
Í5'
had never sought to use influence for
any of the advancements given him.
He went to the Philippines in the
Spanish war, and after the fall of
Manila, when the Filipinos started
fighting the American forces, he was
chief of the division of informamade
I T
tion for the troops operating north of
Á
Manila. Here he saw any amount of
hard and dangerous service, being under fire dally for month after month,
and having many narrow escapes. He
was made colonel of a regiment of United States volunteers, made up of
veteran troops from the volunteer regiments. With these seasoned men he
did much brilliant campaigning and aided materially In crushing the insurrection. It was this campaigning In the Philippines thnt resulted in his quick
promotion and gave him his brlgadlershlp.

O
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HONORED

BY MEDICAL WORLD

Doctor Gorgas, the head of the
army surgeons, is the man who cleaned
Up Cuba and Panama. In the Canal
zone, under his direction, sanitation
was carried so far that the death rate
dropped from 65.41 per 1,000 In 1905,
before the United States stepped in, to
24.83 per 1,000 In 1908. This death
rate will be found to be even lower
than that for many large cities of the
United States. He has attracted the
attention of the whole medical world
by his wonderful work in the tropics.
Two years ago he was offered the
salarv of a railroad president by the
Rockefeller Foundation to go to Serbia
and clean It up of the dreadful typhus
and also was offered a permanent position as adviser to the foundation, but
he declined that he might give ls
country the benefit of his experience.
When he first went to Cuba and
again when he went to Panama he
nroo
Wnlnrlv nllnrlnd tn an a hunter
U U JULUtlHif
of mosquitoes; for he found that these little pests are the great carriers of
disease, especially me areaaea levers oí me tropics, ana ne louna meau w
itttroy them and to guard against their destructive work.
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Waste of Mothers' Lives and
Health Altogether Unnecessary

Clever George.
Mabel Oh, George, they say tho
moon is a dead body.
George Awrlglit, les sit up with
the corpse.

Getting Old Too Fast?
Late in life the body shows signs of
wear snd often the kidneys weaken
first. The back: is lame, bent and acby,
and the kidney action distressing. This
makes people feel older than tbey re.
Don't wait for dropsy, gravel, hardening of the arteries or Bright's disease.
Use a mild kidney stimulant. Try
Doan's Kidney Tills. Thousands of elderly folks recommend them.

FOR SKIN TROUBLES
fVparcd by ChflJren'i Bureau, U. S. Department of Labor

The Right Medicine in Many Cases
Does Better than the Surgeon's
Knife. Tribute to Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound.
Doctor Said Operation or Death But Medicine Cared.
ti'
Des Moines, Iowa. "My husband says I would
have been in my grave today had it not been for
j
Lydia E. Hnkhanvs Vegetable Compound. I suffered from a serious female trouble and the doctors
said I could not bve one year without an operation.
My husband objected to the operation and had me
try Lydia K Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I
soon commenced to get better and am now well
and able to do my own housework. I can recommend Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound to
health, restorer." Mrs.
j any woman as a wonderful
L
Blanche Jeffebsom,703 Lyon St, Dcs Moines, Iowa.
Another Operation Avoided.
Richmond, Ind. "For two years I was so sick and weak from
female troubles that when going up stairs I had to go very slowly
with my hands on the steps, then sit down at the top to rest The
doctor said he thought I should have an operation, and my friends
thought I would not live to move into our new house. My daughter
asked me to try Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound as she had
taken it with good results. I did so, my weakness disappeared, I
rained in strength, moved into our new home, do all kinds of garden
work, and raised hundreds of chickens and ducks. I cannot say
enough in praise of Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound."-M- rs.
M. O. Johnston, Route D, Box 190, Richmond, Ind.
' Of course there are many serious cases that only a
J? U
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Valued Household Remedy for
Over Half
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a Century.

In rar climate, with its sudden
changes of temperature, rain, wind and
sunshine often intermingled In a single
day, It Is no wonder that our children,
friends and relatives are so frequently
taken from us by, neglected colds, many
deaths resulting from this cause. A
bottle of Boschee's German Syrup kept
in the house, and a few doses taken in
time, will possibly prevent a severe illness, a doctor's bill, and perhaps death.
Used
In their drill for Military Preparedness.
For fifty years this has been a very by
the Allied, French and English troops besuccessful remedy for coughs, colds, cause It rests the feet, takes the friction from
throat or lung troubles. It Induces a the shoe and makes walking easy. aut.
n
good night's sleep with easy
Different.
For sale by
in the morning.
Mrs. Sklnn Tell the gentleman I'm
druggists in all parts of the civilized
receiving today, Mary.
world, 25 and 75 cent bottles. Adv. not
Mary He ain't dellveiin', ma'am;
he's collectin'.
Occupation is the scythe or time.
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Foot-Eas-

expec-toratls-

Proper Furniture
for the Children

Do Yea Neglect

"1

Your Machinery?

May-appl-

e,

Golden Medical Difr

OJeovcry.

The machinery of the body needs to
be well oiled, kept in good condition
automobile, steam engine or
Iust as the
Why should the human neglect
his own machinery more than that of
his horse or his engine? Yet most people do neglect themselves. To atan
the system at least once a week is to
practice preventive measures. You will
escape many ills and clear up the coated
tongue, the sallow complexion, the dull
headache, the lazy liver, if you will takeA
a pleasant laxative made , up oi ma
juice of the leaves of aloes,
root of jalap, and called Pleasant Pellets.
You can obtain at almost any drug store
in this country these vegetable pellets
in vials for 25o simply ask for Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. There can be
no counterfeit if they have the Dr. Pierce
stamp. Proven good by 50 years use.

I

'

that's the way tout
skin will do, h you'll
take Doctor Pierce's

Pimples,

eruptions,
are utr
bv this
It takes

medicine.
away, more thoroughly and certainly
than anything else,
the blood poisons or
i
lmpunues wan ta lido
T fr'"'Ii1 them.every Skin, Scalp,
'
For
and Scrofulous affection, no matter
hnvr it came, the "Discovery" cleanses.
HntlHa nn stxnnffthons. and invigorates
every part of the system. Eczema, EryTetter, Bolla, Carsipelas,
bunclos, Enlarged Glands, and the worst
Bcroiulous Bores ana owenjug oro
and permanently benefited by It.
The "Discovery" is made from nativi
roots without alcohol, and can be had Id
liquid or tablet form from all dealers.
It is one of the Vast tonics vigor y in
alte
feel refreshed in strength and
taking this vegotable tonic.

y-

'

Salt-rheu-

cum-pletel-

Canada's liberal Offer of
Wheat Land to Settlers
rhii

5

open to you to every farmer or farmer's son
who is anxious to estaonsn ior
himself a happy home and
Canada's hearty

nvitation this year is more attractive
than ever. Wheat is much higher but
her fertile farm land just as cheap, and
in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskat-

chewan and Alberta
1 60 Acrt Emtttuii An Acrullr

tai

Other

Fret t Settlers

Imi Soli it from $13 to $20 swAtn

The great demand for Canadian Wheat will
keep up the price. Where a farmer can get
near 12 for wheat and raise 20 to 45 bushels to
the acre he is bound to maks money that's
what you can expect in Western Canada. Wonderful yields also of Oats, Barley and Flax.
Mixed Farming in Western Canada is fully as
profitable an industry as grain raiaing.
The excellent frames, fall of nutrition, are the only
food required either for beef or dairy purposes
Good schools. churches, markets conYenleot. climate
excellent. There Is an unusual demand for farm
labor to replace the many young men who have
Tolnnteered for the war. Write for literature uod
particulars as to reduced railway rates to 8upt. of
Immigration, Ottawa, Cao., or to

W.V.BENNETT
Room 4, Bee Bldg. Ornaba. Neb.
i

Ulv

WW

Canadian Government Agent

J
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Prepared by Children's Bureau, U. S.
Department of Labor

warned against breaking or harming
something. It is plainly not Just to any
child to surround him with furnishings
designed
entirely to accommodate
grown-upeople and ask him to respect them, unless .there is somewhere
a place in which he has equal rights,
must pay
and where the grown-up- s
For
equal respect to his possessions.
this reason there should always be
some room, or at least a corner of the
family living room, where the children
may keep their own things and use
p

them in comfort.
The ideal rooms for children contnin
only such furniture as they need for
comfort or convenience, and this will
be simple and easily kept clean. Washable painted walls, bare hardwood or
painted floors, simple curtains and
painted furniture are suitable. If wall
puper Is used it should be inexpensive,
so that it can be frequently renewed.
All the moldings, door panels, window
and door screens should be made wltn
plain painted surfaces so that they can
be readily cleaned.
Only tho lightest curtains should be
used, and they should not cover the
windows, save when necessary to shut
out the hot san. The chairs, tables,
beds, shelves, bookcases and' all other
necessary articles of furniture should
be small and low, so that thé children
may find them comfortable and conThe contlnuul effort to use
venient.
tables and chairs which are too high,
to get tilings that are out of reach,
and to be under the necessity of trying
to adapt the strength, size and skill of
children to the furniture of grown persons results in no little Irritation,
some of which might be easily relieved. The washbowl in the bathroom
is usually too high for a child to use

backache and other
kidney disorders that
made me miserable,
Whenever I stooped,
sharp pains dartod
through my hips and
could hardly straight
en. If I stood much,
the attacks were inore
severe.
Doan's Kidney Pills completely
cured me."
Cs Deaa's at Aay Star. 60s a Bm

it mm

DOAN'S k"mV

NOT A BIT I

PAIN?

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

LIFT YOUR CORNS
s P.PJ.t

He4 GRAND PRIZE si

OR CALLUSES OFF
Apply few drops

No humbugl

then Just lift them away
iiitiitniiiii

hi'ii

T0p

fingere,

with

fil

jiit'if'

. ,
,
This new drug is an ether compound
discovered by a Cincinnati chemist. It
Is called freezone, and can
now be obtained in tiny
bottles as here shown at
very little cost from any
i. .jiL
i
drug store. Just ask for
freezone. Apply a drop or
two directly upon a tender
corn or callus and instantly the soreness disappears.
a nr.f suit FREE thq rip
Shortly you will find the
corn or callus so loose that
If your desks eanaot supply jrou, yn will tend ihetn,
you can lift it off, root
ctiarta prepaid, ca recopt of pnce, 85c each.
fingers.
all,
with
the
and
Levi Strauss A Co San Francisca
Not a twinge of pain,
soreness or irritation; not
even the slightest smart
ing, either when applying
freezone or afterwards.
This drug doesn't eat up
the corn or callus, but WYOMING OIL STOCKS
shrivels them so they loos-- ,
Information Furnlalnd Fr
en and come right out It
Equitable Bidrj., Denver, Col.
453
Is no humbugl It works
like a charm. For a few
cents you can get rid of ev
ery hard corn, soft corn or
corn between the toes, as well as painANY SIZE ROLL IOc
ful calluses on bottom of your feet. It
A special offer to introduce our work. In
addition we will make prints from three
never disappoints and never burns,
best negatives la each roll FRES.
bites or Inflames. If your druggist
HAANSTAD & McKEE
to
him
yet,
tell
hasn't any freezone
DENVER. COLO.
Street
16th
404
get a little bottle for you from bis

if

Jill

The John Van Riper
Investment Co.

Films Developed

adv.

wholesale house.

WataonZ.Coleinan,WMk-I- f
nastwfvf
Books free.
A 111 rá
I S ingtun.UO.
references, liasi results.
Kill
I
lUsI
Student What are your terms for

She Had 'Em.

Hlfh-i- ll

INVENTIONS DEVELOPKD OR MANUFACTURE1). Guarantee good work, reliability,
SPECIALTIES
squareness. Bank reference
CO., 144 a Broadway. Denver, Cola

students?
Landlady Dendbents nnd bums.
Many a woman has lost an ardent
admirer by marrying him.

Net r.nntftnra15FluidDraehm

JHSÜ
1

)K

I M

mi

Toó many homes, even those where
there is no lack of means for the necessary margin of choice, are furnished
without apparent regard for the needs
or rights of children, and In these it Is
hardly posnfcble for a child to find a
place to play or use his own things
without having to be continuully

Mrs. Frank Low, 4M
W. First St., Love-lan- d,
Colo., says: "I
had several attacks of

Helpl
"Cnn you send a dog by parcel
"Yes,"
post?" asked the Old Fogy.
replied the Grouch. "You can If it Is
mirfe."

C,

without, getting his sleeves and the
front of his clothing wet. A stool or
huKsock, or even a low box on which
he may stand, will save much trouble.
After the baby's high chair has been
discarded the child should be provided
with a dining chnlr which is high
enough to bring his elbows about on a
level with the top of the table, and he
should have a stool or a footrest. An

A Colorado Cato

'

.

,

FAIR AND CLEAR

The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. They
usually afford Immediate relief In itch
ing, burning eczemas, pimples, dandruff
and most buby skin troubles. They
also tend to prevent little skin troubles becoming grent if used dully.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Adv.
Sold everywhere.
Boston.

15, 25, 30

Walked Off With It
Baby's Bottle Ready to Be Put Away
on Ice.
"This dog took first prize nt the cal
show." "How's that?" "Well, he took
ternal Mortality was published rethe cat.
cently, believes that the first essential everywhere is a better understandDon't be misled. Ask for Red Croat ing of what mothers need.
Bag Blue. Makei beautiful white clothes.
Few women seem to realize, for exAt H good grocers. Adv.
ample, that a mother needs special
care before the baby comes. And yet
Comfort First
the principles' of personal hygiene
jvhose
were
pnrents
Two little girls
natives of Norway had Just been lis- which have been worked out by modtening to a lecturer who praised the ern science are of the utmost importance in preventing complications for
people of that country very highly.
"Just think I I was born in Nor the mother and illness or weakness for
Further, the expectant
way I" said one with a good deal of her baby.
should
be under the supermother
pride.
"Well," tint other answered, "I could vision of a physician, and she should
by
have been bru there If I'd wanted to, have certain periodic examinations
complications
symptoms
any
of
which
but I thought' I'd rather just be bora
may be discovered and treated while
in America, and then I'd be here."
they are still controllable.
Herald.
Christian
And the mother needs skilled ' at
tendance when her baby Is born. Docfor the Troops, tor Meigs emphasizes the fact that a
Allen's Foot-EaThe antiseptic powder to be shaken into the difficult maternity case is one of the
xoung men in
ahoesoruaed in the
gravest surgical emergencies and re- - Washington, D.
e
every community are using Allen's

hope that paints the future fair.

SIP
A

i

v. &l

surgical operation will relieve. We freely acknowledge
this, but the above letters, and many others like them,
amply prove that many operations are recommended when
medicine in many cases is all that is needed.
want special advice write to Lydia E. Flnkham MediIf you (confidential)
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will be opened,
Co.
cine
by
a woman and held In strict confidence.
read and answered

BOWS

and even 65 miles from
a physician, and for whom any trained
nursing has been utterly Impossible.
Other countries have been at work on
this same problem, notabTy New Zealand and Canuda. From their experience and from the experience of those
American cities in which special maternity work is being developed, Doctor Meigs has drawn up the following
suggestions for a unit of service to
meet the needs of mothers in rural
districts :
The unit would provide a center for
a rurul nursing service with visiting
nurses especially trained to recognize
dangerous symptoms in expectant
mothers. At such a center mothers
would be able to obtain Information as
to the proper care of themselves and
of their babies. If a suitable general
hocpltal is too remote for use, the
county center should include a cottage hospital for difficult maternity
cases and for the care of normal
cases when It is convenient for the
mother to leave her home for confinement. In general, skilled attendance
should be obtainable by every woman
In the county,
Little has been done as yet to show
women that much of the waste of
mothers' lives and health Is unneces
sary. Even less has been undertaken
by communities to provide protection
Many communities
for motherhood.
which have studied their typhoid and
tuberculosis death rates and have undertaken costly measures to reduce
them have been heedless of the death
rates among mothers. It is not
strange, therefore, that since 1900 the
typhoid rate for the country as a
whole has been cut In half, and the
rate from tuberculosis has been mark
edly, reduced, wliile the death rate
from maternal causes has Bhown no
demonstrable decrease. But maternal
deaths are largely preventable, and
Buby Week should mark the beginning
C definite
work for their prevention
Doctor Meigs' report on Maternal
Mortality may be had free upon re
quest, from the Children's bureau,
are

-

It is
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'
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That Itch,' Burn, Torture and Dlsflg- uro Use Cutlcura Trial Free.

special
skill and training.
Many people do not seem to understand that in any case complications
may arise which can be met safely by
prompt ond skillful scientific care, but
which at the hands of an unskilled attendant will cost the life of mother or
child or both.
i
Ductor Meigs admits the difficulties
of making accessible to every mother
in the United States these essentials
of maternity care, but she says!
"When women and their husbands are
convinced of the need of such care,
and when women demand it, physicians will furnish It; medlcul colleges
will provide better training for physisuffering.
cians; and communities, rural and urJust how adequate care for mothers ban, will see to it that mothers are
Is to be assured depends, of course, on properly protected." ,
local conditions, but Pr. Grace L.
The difficulties are perhaps greatest
Meigs of the federal Children's bu tn rural districts. The Children's bureau, whose special report,, on Ma- - reau has had letters from mothers who

More women 'fifteen to forty-fiv- e
years of age die from conditions connected with childbirth thnn from any
disease except tuberculosis. Some 15,- 000 mothers' lives are sacrificed yeurly
to ignorance and improper enre. In
connection with Biiby Week, the Children's bureau colls special attention to
these facts, for three reasons :
1. The life and health of the mother
are essentlnl to the health and well- being of her children.
2. The majority of these mothers
lives could be saved.
8. The number of deaths among
mothers is merely a rough inder of
unmeasured preventable illness and

(5
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For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuino Castoria

Always
Bears tho

Signature
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Ideal Cot for Baby.

ordinary kitchen table or common sew
ing table with the legs sawed off about
half way will afford untold comfort to
the children nt their work or play. It
should be painted white and should
rest firmly on the floor. Low chairs
These may
should also be provided.
be pine kitchen chairs with the legs
sawed off. Added to this, there should
be some shelves with drawers where
work and playthings'can be kept with
in easy reach. Such an equipment as
this, in a sunny, cheerful room, with
plenty of fresh air, and warmed In
winter to 68 degrees, will provide an
amount of hnpplness to the child quite
out of nil proportion to the cost
Happy hearts and happy faces,
Happy play In grassy places,
That is how in ancient ages
Children grew to kings and sages.
Robert Louis Stevenson.

ilil
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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Sir.

Carter's little liver Pills
You Cannot be yOs. A Remedy That
Constipated
and Happy
Small pin
Small Dose
Small Cric

la the
ABSENCE of Iron
the reason for
many colorless faces but

A fflTTLE
IVER

1
M PILLS.

Makes Life
Worth Living

Genuine bears signature

ARTER'S IRON PILLS
will greatly help most

pale-fac- ed

people

'4
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$1.50
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Entered as second-clas- s
matter
postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

at

the

Thoy wil also serva

Regularity
Means

Personal Mention!

s

Dinner 35 cen's
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Regularly is life's best insurance policy- in your work - in your sleep - in your meals'.

WHEREAS: The peace which
has blessed our Nation for many
years, has been shattered by the
rude hand of a foreign
and our beloved country has become involved in the terrible
World War. Now therefor, be it

Rev. O. W. Hearn has heeded
the call for volunteers in the war
on the "High cost of living" and
will raise a crop of beans and
other thing3 on the farm of Mrs
L. K. Mitchell, south of town.
They will go out there to live
part
of the time after school is
RESOLVED:-- By
the members
of Homestead Lodge No, 45 1. 0. out and will care for the farm
as well as rusticate during the
O.F. in meeting assembled.
suT.mer.
That, we hereby re affirm
)ur belief in the principles set
forth in the Declaration of Independence.

v

In daily duties, regularity adds strength to your

D-sp-

ot,

"'''!''

effort.

Regularity in adding to your bank account will
make any person independent,
This bank will be pleased to serve you.

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK,

That, we approve of the acI will offer at Public Sale at
tions of the President, and the
my
farm 2 miles N. E. of Mills
Congress of the United States,
Tuesday
on
in wagin? War upon the Imperial Government of Germany,
whose course and actions are inimical to tho existence of a!! free
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sale to commence at 1 o'clock
Governments upon the Earth.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
P. M. the following property
That, we hereby pledge our!
OGce at Clayton, N. M.
Ilolstein cow coming fresh soon
support to President Wood row
Apr. 10, 1!17
cajf.
Notice u hereby Riven that
Wilson, the Congrees of the Unit! Yearling Jerrey hehTer
All .ct?el wagon and hay rack Kcsi'od D. llames of Mosquero N. M.
ed States, and Governor W. E.
who on Nov. 8, 1910

ROY,

NEW MEX.

rl

May 8th. 1917

made H. K. No.
12 in. moldboard walking plow
Lindsey of New Mexico: and will
()12;;3u for th
Section 15 TownSKJ
VI ft. harrow
do all within our power, as true
2HE.
N, M. 1.
ship
1T.
Rane
A ixfi in 20 ft. long limbers
and loyal citizens of the State
Meridian has filed notice of inand Nation, to assist them in! A pilo of all kjnds of lumber
tention to iniike five year proof, to
bringing the War to a victorious1 Complete set carpenter tools establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox, U, S.
conclusion; that "The blessing of 2 water barrels
Commissioner, at hist office at Roy,
500
About
sacks
wheat
liberty" may not only "L'e secur-- j
NM on the 11 day of June 1917.
SO
2
pedal
grindstone,
about
ed to ourselves and our
Claimant names as witnesses:
ty," but that they may be carri- bu of corn
James V Smith Charles W McNeil
2 convases-12x- lf
ft.
ed also to the unfortunate peoples
Cieve Hamil
John C. Linton
úoz
full blooded ply- - All of Mosquero N. M,
of Europe, who for many genera About 2
tion3 have suffered beneath the rnouthrock hens and 2(roosters
PAZ VALVERDE,
1 Turkey hen
4 21
Register
Tyranny of Despotic rulers. Ar.d
day
known
made
of
Terms
be it further
Salo.
RESOLVED:
That, a cónv of
these resolutions be sent to Fres I?
A
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
. V IT
.....
JLLLV
i dent Woodrow vvuson, ana, a II
copy to Governor W E. Lindsey E. C. Smith Clerk
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Dflice at Clayton, New Mex.,
and that these reáolutions be inApril 11 1917
corporated in the minutes of
Notica is hereby given that
this Lodge, and also ordered pub
Churl, s H. Welch, of Roy N. M. who
lished in the
!on Nov, '22, 1913 made H. K. No.' 017120
j

j

"

proí-peri--

9

Spanish-America-

n.

E. J. Floehsheim
M. D. Gibbs
T. F. Self
Committee
Unanimously adopted by Home
stead Lodge, No. 4G I. O, O. F.
Roy. New Mexico. April 25,
1917.

number of Mills Citizens
have been called for Jury duty at
Mora this term of Court and left
Sunday for the 135 mile trip to
our county seat. It is gratifying
to note that this side of Red River is being recognised in the mat
ter of Jurors and in many other
ways of late - - In fact conditions
have improved more in the past
few years than many of us realize
until we stop to think of the vile
things that were the rule but a
few years ago that are now almost relegated to the past.
New Mexico, the last of the
territories to get away from the
Oligarchy which has committed
crimes sgaist the people through
control of officials, legislatures
and courts and it is now in truth
a government "Of, for and by
the Peoples

J. B. LUSK

S--

sonal application can be. made
and the Government pays all ex-

penses of applicants for the three
months course and transportation to the "Presidio" San Francisco, California
where New
Mexico volunteers will be

Ni-SK-

i:

Traj

ó--

Department of the Interior.
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M
"C" Jan. 8, 1917.
Jan 25 !il7
Notice is hereby given that a directed by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of Sec
2455, n S pursuant to the application of
D Clinton Traister of De Haven N M
Serial No 02202C we will offer at public
sale to the highest bidder but at not
Ies3 than $1,75 per acre at 10 o'clock
A M on the 15th day of May
1917 next
at this office the following tract of

of

claiming adversely the
land are advised to file
their claims, or objections on or before
the time designated fcr sale
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
Any persons

above-describe-

d

3

f 02

NOTICE

PUBLICATION.

ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sale

J

v

,

M P M

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?

Seargent A. Coran, of El Paso
is in Roy this week as Recruiting officer. He has examined

i

her-hom-

e

j

The Dase Ball game between
iringes and Mills teams on tne
M lis Diamond attracted a large
crowd and about all the cars in
Roy were there with rooters.
Springer came strong to win but
they couldn't and Mills romped
on them with a score of 7 - - 5
Mr. 0. T. Wilson, President of
the Wilson Co. umpired the game
in a manner to command respe :t
and admiration of loth teams and,
'
Fans.
,
The Mills team has the advantage of having a real Captian!
one who knows all about the gama
in Mr. A. D. Fisher, who picks
his men for physical fitness and
steady, hard training does the
rest. They work like a machine
and it is their intention to raise
the standard of Base Ball locally
and take on some city teams la,

.

Prompt mil Careful Attention
fiiven all Business Entrusted
to n e

j

land; NwJ-Sw- i
Sec ll Twp 21N Rng 2ii
E
N M PM
The sale will not be kept open but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there S

e

,

.

ter.

'

The Mills Team
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those pre- Roy next Sunday

will come to
and play the
sent at the hour named have ceased Roy
on their own Diabidding, The person making the high- mond.
We hope they will arouse
est bid will be required to immediately
interest enough here to get our
pay to the Receiver the amount therereally good players awakened
of.
Any persons claiming adversely the and get in form to actually play
old-time- rs

Then you will have a
PUCLIC

a number of our young men who
are ready to go to the front,

SALE.

There's on'y one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Jim Christman took the exam.
and is rerdy to join the army at
the frst call. Roy will furnish a
hundred volunteers if they t are
needed.

ColF. O. WHITE

land are advised to ball this
their claims or objecti rs. on or
"before the tme
designated for sale.
S. H.
Register
Paz Valverde

Spanish-America-

Office.

n

summer.

above-describ-

Clayton,

Roy,

New Mexico.

Jenkins returned last

week from Little Rock, Ark,
where he visited sohie weeks
with his family. Mrs. J. and
the chrildren will return as soon
as the.r school if out there.

Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office
New Mexico

. March 12, 1917.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

c

Barry Kirby was examined
Notice is hereby given that the State
and accepted Thursday morning of New Mexico has applied to select un

Remember
When you want to
look good and feel good and

Good

on

3

SOLANO

come to the

Be

"

Roy Barber Shop
where you can pess off the
WIMV B11U

CUJUJ

.UUi

3C1J-- .

lfU

wont take the blues waiting for
a shave; you can play pool and
hold your turn; smoke the 'best
Cigars, eat the finest Candy in
town, and the best of all be in
the best Barber Shop in town;

Now Come On
You're Next
.

!

S. H. Jenkins,
LEAVE ORDERS NOW
For May Hatching
I am now ready to take orders
for Rhode Island Red Chickens,
Hatched by hens, for May deliv- ery.
Mrs. WILLIAM HILL
T2 pd.
Roy, N. M.
,

,

file

His address is MILLS N. M.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the,

Thrift Thought
Got the thrift habit the broad thrift
habit, now; practice It thoughtfully:
waste not the lit tie things; find the jo;
that a growing ban!; account brines:
Invest your savings nafeiy and profitably; remember tomorrow but forget
not today ; spend for the things that
broader
of a notice last and find the secret of theliving.
It
thrift that makes fur better
of 'Citizens' a the only thrift worth while.

of the establishment
Military Training Camps for
training of Officers for the "Citi
zen Armies' required by the
present war.
Complete instructions for reach
ing these camps and making application for training accompany
we liquet: which we regret we
cannot print in full, The in
structions are on file in the
viutc iui uie ueneiii oi any one
desiring full information. on the
subject. Raton and Las Vegas
are the nearest points where per-

NEj-SW-

w

'

Notice for Publication Lsolat d
Public Land Sale

Department of the Interior
V S Land Office at Clayton N m"
"C" Jan 9, 1917
Jan 25. 1917
establish claim to the land above
is hereby given that as direct
Notice
described lefore F. H Foster, U S
Comr.
at Hoy, New Mexico, on ed by the commissioner of the General
Land Office, under proyisions of Sec.
June 13, 1917
2455, R S pursuant to the application
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Daniel C Traister of De Haven N M
Elmer Neal
E, B. Homes,
Serial No, 022338 We will offer at, pnb-liAndrew Kempa,
A. Patricks,
sale, to the highest bidder, but at
All of Roy New Mexico
,
not less than f 1,75 per acre at 10 o'clock
VALVERDE
PAZ
A M on the 15th day of May 1917, next
Ke.istei. at this office, the following tract of
land; Nwj-NE- J
S 14 T 21 N R 29 E N

Professional Cards

ROY

1

NOTICE TO CITIZENS

and SEJ-SE- J
Sec 23 Twp 2ün Rng 25E. N. M. 1'.
Meridian, l as filed notice of inten
tion to make three Year Proof, to

'

A

We are in receipt

for

Attorney at Law

'

I"

tt,fli

Henry Fliess
Owner

The new monument in the Roy
v Mrs. T. M. Ogdcn ro turn ad
from Dawson Tue3 lay where she Cemetery, erected by Fbstmas-ta- r,
Wm.G. Johnson, to the memhas been vi?it:ng hit children
for the past three weelo. Mrs. ory of h3 wife, the recollection
George Lucas accompanied her of whose tragic death still brings
home and will remain for a week a shudder to her friends-- . It is one
or two and George will come later f tn? finest monuments in the
but will return to Dawson to! cemetery but her memory, en- shrined in the hearts of all who
work this summer.
knew her, is the best testimonial
Casey White and Wm. G. John to the splendid young life that
son drove out to J. F. Baker's, was cut off in its prime.
Monday to cry and clerk his
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Conner,
Sale.
of Solano, were called recently
to the bedside
of 'their son,
y
Remember the
Conner, at El
Eurwin
S. S. convention at Mills next Chauncey
Reno,
Okla. who died April 12th.
Sunday.
from Typhoid, leaving a wife
Mrs. John O. Gallegos return and three children to mourn with
ed hone from Denver Sunday the parents his untimely death.
He was an Odd FellQw and was
and will live here aprain. 'She
with the ritualistic( cereburned
h ts received the patent to her
"of
monies
that order. The El- c'aim at last. .Tank has
Re
attest the high re- Papers
d ition wil h the r.a Cn in
ho was held in his
igird
whích
in
v and is doing fine. He sends
community
profuse floral
and
tfc
r mrd t. frióos nr!
among
Firings
o
were
the trib
cent him.
utes of ftierdi.
The Conners returned to their
Miss Phoebe Rvsol returned
home at Solano this week and
Monday from Tuclsmcari. where!
iving the sympathy of
she has been taking treatment for arc root
many friends in their bereavesom time. She is fully recover- ment.
elandher friends ar9 j'lad to
have
or;ce more,
Mark Woods, cf Mosquero,
Miss
Eugenia Roy visited hunted some lost horses the first
friends in Tucurocari over Surdity of the week he iound them 25
going Friday ar.d :t turning Mon- - miIe3 east of Ta'lor. sti11 headed
day noon. Mrs. Grace Oeden away from hcr'ie and brought
substituted for her during her'them back Tuesday,
absence,
,
Fifth-Sunda-

Public Sale

O Wkltn
Hill

SiI!!i!i:ii!l!!!l!!ÍI!!!ii!!II!!!!101I!IíI

sfllii!!!

,

SiiccessN

ice-crea- m

thruout the afternoon.

Resolutions of Loyalty

v

SPANISH-AMERICA-

l!!Illl!!i!i!!!i!!i!li!!!i!!!ffl

'

The Christian Mi Society will
serve dinner at the Flocrsheim
Store the day of the "Opening"
Panned chicken tamale being a
special feature of the dinner.

'

V

DINNER

The Spanish American
IRVIN OGDEN, SP

41

JACK P. MILLS.
U. S. Commissioner

Fillings, Proofs and all'
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention
Office at Solano, New Nexjco.
Full Blood Rhode Island Red.
Chickens, Hens $1.25 Roosters

$3.00.
This der the provisions of the cts of June
5T5
Floersheim Mercantile Co.
makes three of cur Roy boys who Zl, isys and June zu, IHIO and acts sup
and
plementary
amendatory
thereto
have enlisted, Homer Holmes,
Miss Inez Kate is taking a
the following public lands,
SeriE lis Abernathy and Barry Kirby al 024704, List 7851.
C.N. ROARK
course of training-ithe Plumlee
Clayton New Mex.
Section 12, Township l!) N Hospital in Roy.

a3

a. ..volunteer soldier.

Qemor

j

to-w-

it

n

-

NEi-NE- I,

B

m

Range
P
Farmers are all busy ju3t as
Protests or contests against any or
though
it were raining every
all of such selections may be tiled in
'
this office during the period of publica day,
tion or at any time, thereafter before
Messrs. Blickenstoff and Rhine
final approval and certification,
29 E,

N M

M

.

Is this issue of the
Interesting?
tle east

Would your friends in

S-- A.

like to. see it?

We have some extra copies

for sale at 5 cts. each

We also have a few Pcnants of the Battle Ship
"NEW MEXICO" left at 25 cts. each

At the
-

Office.

S-- A.
1

f

'

ZJOI

Paz Valverde

register

Dipping Stock

hart attended the big sale

ÍIARVE HICKEL
Roy, N.M.

I

Office

Records,

MAPS.

Prompt Attention

Mon-

day.

For best results mail your
films to' Lafayette Studio.
Lancaster has just
Roy, New Mexico.
recovered from the measeis.
Mrs. Ollie

All persons wishing to have
If you have'nt applied for the
their cattle dipped should report
Solano
School, do so,
to eiier of the undersigned as
soon as possible. We have a It seems most other local teachgood modern dipping plant and ers have. Who will be the lucky
will be ready to dip stock as soon two?
as the weather is favorable for
Charlie Hill visited TWmnn
it.
Rhinehart last Surdav.
R. W. BOULWARE

LAND PLATS of all kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land

FOR SALE: 620 acres level

farming land two and half miles
north of Mosquero, all under
fence, OA. under cultivation and
50A. in wheat Price $10. per
acre."

Walter Goodhue owner.
Inquire
at Fred Tinkers G miles
,Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Burton
north
east
of Mosquero.
went to Roy Wednesday.

vll

T--

4.

pd.

TWE

iMii

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

State of New Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sale

For Your Desk.
A sheet of corrugated paper ts a
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Offleo 'at Clayton N M handy thing for your desk to hold wet
pens oí brushes. The puper absorbs
"
April 10 1917
the liquid and the corrugations hold
Notice is hereby given that William the pens or brushes In handy position
C. Wickham of Mosquero N. M. who
on July 8, 1913, made H. E. No. 016U65
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
for the SEi and SWJ Sec 14 Twp 18N.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Rng 28E NMPM, has filed
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
notice of intention to make Threa
Apr. 11, 1917
Years Final Proof, to establish
Notice is hereby given that Edna
claim to the land above described
before W H willcox, ü s Comisioner at Grunig formlcy Edna Owen, of Roy
his office at Roy N. M on the 8th day N. M. who cm March 30 1914 made H.
II, No. 017620 for NE
June, 1M7
Section 2
Township 19n Range 26E N. M. P.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John U, Tobler
J, Frank Smith Merinian, has filed notice of intention
William T. Lofton Robert F. Moore to make three year final proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
All of Mosquero New Mexico
before F H Foster, U 3 Com, at Roy
PAZ VAL VERDE, Register." N M on the 13th day of June 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
2&
B. G, Grunig
George Lan.b
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
R. C. Grunig
Martin Rhyne
All of Roy N M
Deportment of the Interior U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Apr. 10, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Teresita
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION .
Cordova formerly Martinez de Tafoya
ol Gallegos N. M. who on Mar.2 1914 Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
made H. E. No. 017430, for NE SecApril 2, 1917
Township
14
17N
tion 15 NWJ Section
Notice is hereby given that Harry
R29E. N. M.P. Meridian has filed notice
A. Nebhut, of David, New Mexico,
of intention to make Three "Tear proof who, on January 28, 1916, made Home
to establish claim to the land above stead Entry No. 021548, for Ne'4
described, before Juanita G Gonzales Section 20, Township 18N, Range 30E,
U. S'. Commissioner at her office in N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final Commutation
Galleaos N.M.on June 4 1917.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Claimant names as witnesses:
above
described, before Juanita G.
Sanchez
Trujillo
Catarino
Trinidad
Gonzales, U. S. Commissionerat Gal
Apolonis Arguello Policarpio Cordova legos, New Mexico, on the 9th day of
all of Gallegos N, M.
May. 1917.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ran Woods, Fierse Field, Paine
Field, J. T. McFarland, all of David,
New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Register.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
Apr. 14, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that Lawrence Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Butler of Roy N. M. who on lieb. 25,
April, 2, 1917.
forSJ-SE017."f4
J
11.
E. No.
1914 made

MORA COUNTY
Office of the Commissioner of Public
.... Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that pursuant
tp the provisions of an Act of Con

R oy Garage
and LIVERY

Sale No. 761, Wtt NW4 Sec. 1, T.
19N Rng 23 E., NE
SWK
NW
Sec. 34, Ntt
Sec. 35, Twp
20N., Rng 23E, containing 320.18 acres
There are- no improvements on the
above1 described' tract of land.
Saje No. 762, All of Sec. '17, T 19N,
R. 24E, containing 640 acres. There
are no Improvements on the above de

SE,

Cars Housed and Cared for

-

At Reasonable Rates.

5--

Repair WorkTsSsVT
F. S. BrOJVn,

ROY,'

!

Proprietor

New Mex.

Sale N. 764, SE4 SEVi. Sec.

Mi

IWMiNkfafWI

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

t3

All of Hoy New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Rosendo Fuentes, of Gallegos, N.
M., Catarino Trujillo, of Gallegos, N.

5--

TvimfTF. TOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, JNew Mexico,

Apr

M.,Juan

L. Daca, of Gallegos,

Perodicals and Stationery-

E,

W,

on June 12 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Videl C. Martinez
0. A. Butler
U. C. Grunig
L. E. Deubler

1

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

Notice is hereby given that Eugenia j
Mascarenos, of Gallegos, New Mexico,
who, on 'Afml 25, 1914, made Home
stead Entry, No. 017806, for
S. EM, Section 15 and
S. W.V
Section 14. Township 17N, Range 30E,
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Mrs.
Juanita G. Gonzales, U. S. Commit
sioner, at Gallegos, on the 9th day of
May, 1917.

EJ

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

N. M.,

THE HOME RESTAURANT'
Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals
Short Orders
A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen
' We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistant '
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
give you more for your money than anyone else.

Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.

J.F.ARNETT

Prop'r.

R. 27 E, N M V
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described
SPRING.
cfore K.II. Foster U. S. Commissioner
at his office in Roy, New Mexico, on
Spring is looked upon by many as
' '
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION
on May 18, 1917
the most delightful season of the year
ISOLATED TRACT
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
but this canpot be said of the rheumatiClaimant names as witnesses:
PUBMC LAND SALE
c. The cold and damp weather brings Department ot
B. G. Hall
C.E. Kidd
the Interior.
Department of the Interior, V. S. Land
on
rheumatic pains which are anything U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
E. K. Ivey
Lyphus Kirby
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
but pleasant. They can be relieved,
All of Roy New Mexico
Mar. 10, 1917.
April 11, 1917
"C" Jan. 9, 11117
however, by applying Chamberlain's
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Nütice is hereby given that, as directNotice is hereby given that Garita
Liniment. Obtainable everywhere.
ed by the Commissioner of the General
Register
I
Gallegos of David New Mexico who on
Land ollice, under provisions of Sec.
Nov. , 1911, made, H. E. No. 014116
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
2455,
10?.
It. S., pursuant to the application
ro;.
22
J
Section
and
for
Dan:el C. Traister, of Ue Haven, NM- Township 18N. Range 31E. N. M. P.
Department of the Interior
U S Land Serial No. 022307. we will offer at
of infiled
Meridian11 hai
U. S..Land Office at Clayton, N. M. Department of the Interior
Office'
Mexico
New
Clayton,
at
proof,
piblic sale, to the highest bidder, but
final
year
five
make
.to
tention
Apr. 4 1917
7 1917
Apr,
not less than $3 00 per ere, at 10
at
to establish claim to tha land above deNotice is hereby giwfn that Nicolas
o'clock A. M. on the 15th day of May
scribed, before Juanita, G, Gonzales Armijo of Mills, N. M. who on Mar. 4
Notice is hereby given thát
1917 next at this office, the following
U S Com, at Gallegos N M on the
1914 made H. E. No. 017621 for the Lyphus Kirby of Uoy, N. M who on
Sec 13' T 21N
11th, day of June' 1917.
July, 8, 1913 made H.H. 016529 forWJ-NW- J tract of land; WJ-NSection 17'
M M
R29EN
and Swi, Section 8
Claimant names as witnesses:
Twp 21N Rng 25E N M V M has
The sale will Bot be kept open, but
Meliton Labato
, Julio Labato
20N
Twp
Range 27E. NMP Meridian has will
filed notice of intention to make thr e
be declared closed when those
Pedro N Rael
Anicacio Rael
year final proof, to establish claim to filed notice of intention to make three paeent at the hour Lamed, have ceasee
All of David New Mexico.
he land above described, before W H year proof, to establish claim to the bidding. The person making the high
land above described, .before F.
PAZ, VALVERDE
willcox, U S com: at Roy N M
est bid will be requered to immediately
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
Register
.
on May 18, 1917
.
pay to the Receiver the amount there- 1917
office at Roy, N. M. on . June
'
claimant names as witnesses:
of
Cone.
improved
Lino Maestas
Alejandro Montoya
Claimant names as witnesses:
claiming adverstly the
persons
Any
To provide a substitute for the not Maganto M Vigil
Maestas
Alberto
land are advised to
described
above
Incone, nn
C. E. Kidd
always sdnitnry
John W. Wyre
All of Mills, N.M.
William Howman file their claims, or objections, on or
ventor has patented n device that cuts
B, F. Emerson
before the tune designated for salo
PAZ VALVERDE,
1 core fropi a banmui and replaces It
All of Roy New Mexico
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE
with Ice crenm. Exchange.
Register ,
PAZ VALVERDE, Registw
S, 18 T. 20 N,

5--

notice

wJ-SW-

publication

nii;s

;

5--

;i
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Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

acres. There are ho improvements

ren-der-

;

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero,
and intermediate points.
Roy City Exchange,.
nected.

Rural-Communi-

4.

ty

Springs
Lines con

Efficient Service- -

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Obtainable everywhere.

(must pay for the improvements that
exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.

Something to Wonder About
first visit to the
"What tiro you thinking
Sale No. 767, SW4 SW'4 Sec. 2, country.
"I'su
21N, R. 25E., contaioing 4 acres. about?" nski'd (lir grnmiinu.
The improvements on this land con- 'wondering." answeri'il riiyllis, "whera
sist of reservoir, fencing, and plow- the cow keeps nil the buttles."
ing value ?200.

It was riiyllis'

SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
must pay for the improvements that at
Christian Churcn.
Your
exist on the land.
presence is necessary.
i

Rev. G. B.

R.

C.

.

CATHOLIC
Itfass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,

Methodist Episcopal Church
SERVICES ON
1st

k

ROY"

3d Sundays

at

CIRCUIT

7.30

P.

M

BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each month.
Services 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
CHRISTIAN

ROY

'

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of eachj month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

th

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

President-Mts- s

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evening at "o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

-

PLEASANT

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3,

nnfi'fint
in tVu

Grunig,

Lillian Grinrr, Sec'y.

must pay for the improvements that
'
exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of lands will be subject to the following terms and conditions, viz.:
Except for lands selected for the
Santa Fe and Grant County R. R.,
Bond Fund the successful bidder must
nay to the Commissioner of Public
Lands, or his agent holding such sale,
one twentieth of the price offered by
him for the land, four per cent interest in advance for the balance of such
Durchase price, the fees for advertising and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, and each
and all of said amounts must be deposited in- cash or certified exchange
at the time of sale, and which said
amounts and all of them are subject
to forfeiture to the State of New Mex
ico if the successful bidder does not
execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
kjbukc
auju luiiiiatb cu ri u- vide that the purchaser may at his
option make payments of nut less than
per cent
of ninety-fiv- e
of the purchase price at any time after
the sale and prior to the expiration
of thirty years from date of the contract, and to provide for the payment
of any unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty years from the date of
the contract, with interest on deferred
payments at the rate of four per cent
per annum payable in advance on the

tf

Hall, Suptl

W Pi S. C. E,

No bid on the above described tract
of land will be accepted for less than
Ten Dollars (S10.00) per acre, which
is the appraised value thereof. In addition thereto the successful bidder

anniversary of the date of contract
next following the date of tender.
U. Stkon(, County Treasurer
Tom J. Tatloh, Jr.. AbsrUctoJ
The sale of lands selected for the
Santa Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond
Fund will be subject to the above
terms and conditions except that the
successful bidder must pav in cash or
Mora, New Mexico
A certified exchange at the time of sale
of the purchase price fffTer- Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
tA hv Vilm ffr tho nnr fnn nav
Mora County.
interest in advance for 'the balance of
such purchase price and will be re-- j
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are beingj
ouired to execute a contract providing
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
for the payment of the balance of such
.
x.
purchase price in thirty equal, annual
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
installments, with interest on all deferred payments at the rate of four
All Mutters entruated to us disjwtelird with Promptness ond Accurcr (
per cent ner annum in advance, payYour Business Kt sictful)y Solicited
ments and interest due on October l.--t
-

UNION SUNDAY

Sale No. 768, All of Sec. 36, T. 22N,
R. 25E, containing 640 acres'. The
on this land consist of
well, windmill, tanks, and fencing, value $643.60.

flntnvprstnrv At tho rlafa
rtnrfri:! rtnvmpntq tn ha

C.

Church Directory

No bid on the above described tract
of land will be accepted for less than
Ten Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which
is the appraised value thereof. In addition thereto the successful bidder

one-ten- th

Mills, Abbott, Taylor

ed

E',

I

Office and Exchange,

28,

J.
j

NJ-N-

1

10-1-

on the above described tract of land.
Sale No. 765, Ey2 EVt Sec. 6, All
of Sec. 7, NEV4, NE',4 NW',4 Sec. 18,
T. 21N. R. 25E, containing 9Í)9.57
acre3. There are no imnrovements on
the above described tract of land.
1917.
PEDRO A. ORTEGA,
Clerk
Sale No. 706,
SW'i Sec. 24, J. B. LUSK,
N
NWH Sec. 25, NV4 NE',4, SE'i Roy New Mexico,
NEU,
SE'4, SEY SW',4 Sec. 26 Attorney for Plaintiff.
NE' NW'i Sec. 35, T. 23N, R. 19E,
By Milnor A. Rudolph,
(SEAL)
S
SW'4. NE'4 SWVSec. 18, NW',4 4t
'
Deputy
iW'a NEVÍ, SE'4 NE'4, NVá SV2,
SW',4 SE'4, Lot 4, Sec. 19, NW'4
NE'4, SM NW'4 Sec. 30, T. 23N. R.
INSOMNIA.
20E, containing 1.604,02 ncre3. The
Indigestion nearly always disturbs
improvements on the above described
tract bf land consist of "house, value the sleep more or les and is often the
510.
cause of
Eat a light supNo bid on the above described tracts per with little if ariy meat, and no
of land will be accepted for less than milk: aiso take one of Chamberlain's
Five Dollars ($5.00) per acre, which Tablets immediately after supper, and
is the appraised value thereof. In ad- see if you do not rest better.
dition thereto the successful bidder

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Notice is hereby given that
Ailmn Kzewezvk. of lUrv New Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
who on May 12, 1910 made H E. No.
Section 31 Department of the Interior U. S. Land
011269 for Lots
Office at Claytdn, New Méx.,
Township 20N Range 20E. N, M. P,
Apr 4, 1017.
Meridian has filed notice of intension
Notice is hereby given that John W
to make final three year proof to
establish claim to the land above des- Wyre of Roy, N. M. who on Nov. 25
1913 made II. K. No; 017J6S for NEJ-NE- J
F. K, Foster
cribed before
Sec. 13 SEJ-SE- J
Sec 12 Twp 20 N
U. S. Commissioner at RoyN. Mex.
SWi-SW- i
Rng
26
E
See 7 and
and
on Jun 9 , 1917.

Claimant names as witnesses:
F. U Schultz, Stanislaus Rychlewski
Homer Holmes
George Cable,
All of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

-

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

Isais Fuent03, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register,

10, 1917,

quiet title to the South half of the
Northeast quarter of Section 13, Township 19, North of Range 27 East, and
Lots two and three of section 18, Town
ship 19 north of Range 28 East, containing 161 and
acres. That
plaintiff's title there to be forever
quieted and set at rest, and for the
costs of this action, that unless you
enter or cause to be entered your appearance in said suit on or before the
26th day of May, A. D., 1917, decree
PRO CONFESSO therein will be
against you.
Dated this 31st day of March, A. D.,

SW',4
SEV Sec. 33,
See. 34, T. 20N, R. 25E, containing
320

t

Th said defendants ore hereby notified that a suit to quiet title has been
commenced against them in the District Court for the County of Mora,
Slate of New Mexico, by said Plaintiff
Fred S. Brown, whereby he seeks to

SE,

NE, NEÍ4

No.. 24?5

Defendants.

No. 763, SWy
SEA
SWtt Sec--. 6, NÍ4 NEVi Sec. 7, W
SWtt Sec. 8, T. 18N, R. 26E. NEV
SE
Sec. 2S T. 19N, R. 25E, N
SE
Sec. 31, S
SW4 Sec. 30,
NW
Sec. 34, T. 19N, R; 26E, con
taining 487.02 acres selected for the
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad
Bond Fund. The improvements on'the
above described tract of land consist
of fencing, value $125.
Sale

1

NE1-SW- J
Sec 12 Twp. 19N
NWi-SRng. 26E. N. M P Meridian hat filed
notice of Intention to make three year
proof to establish claim to the
land above described, bsfore F. H. Fos
ter U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New

vs.

Lucas Vigil, Juan Vigil,
Doroteo Vigil, Isabel Vigil, .
Librado Vigil, Marina Vigil, and
Teodorita Vigil, heirs of Maria
M. Romo, deceased, and all un- -,
known heirs of said defendants

scribed tract ef land.

jjj

V

,

of each year.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
of New Mexico, or his agent, holdinj-sucsale, reserves the right to re
ject any and all bids offered at raid
sale.
Possession under contracts of
sale for the above described tracts will
be given on or before October 1st, 191T
W ítness my hand and the official aeull
of the State Land Office this 2nd day
of .April, A D., 1917.

gress, approved June 20, 1910, the laws
of the State of New Mexico, and the
rules and regulations of the State Land
Office, the Commissioner
of Public
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,,
Lands will offer at Public Sale to the
Commissioner of Public Lands.
highest bidder at 11 o'clock, A. M, on
State of New Mexico
Wednesday, June 20th; 1917, in the
town of Mora, County of. Mora, State
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
of New Mexico, in front 'of the Court
House therein, the following described In the District Court, County of Mora
tracts of land;, viz:Fred S. Brown,

THE UNIVERSAL CAQ

(

1

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'

P

MILLS
3rd Sunday, at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
"

O. W.

Hearn, Pastor.

WHV CONSTIPATION

INJURES,

The bowels are the natural sewerage
system of the body. When they be- me oltructed V constipation a part
of the poisonous matter which they
should carry off is absorbed into tho
system, making you feel dull and stupid, and interfering with the digestion
and assimilation of food, This condi,
tion is quickly relieved by. Chamberlain's Tablets. Obtainable everywhere

.

Foreign

HEWS TO DATE

SDanish cabinet resigns.

is appointed.
It Is reported Russia will not yield
to any demand for separate peace.
The Duchess of Brunswick, Emperor
William's only daughter, has given

IN PARAGRAPHS
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Save Money by Wearing W. U Douglas
hoes. For sale by over 8000 shoe dealer.
The Beat Known Shoes In the World.

io a

NO WOMflf

birth to a daughter.
Crop Reporter Furnishes Some Fig.
L. Douglas name and the retail price is stamped on the botW. tom
gres That Show Sunshine state
The German generals, Kaempt,
of all shoes at the factory. The value it guaranteed and
the wearer protected against high price for inferior shoe. The
Telle and Von Bondungln, have been Western Newspaper Union. News Service.
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'"dean of Colv.mbiá University, as aa where the Stars and Stripes floated flour at camp, and succeeded in kill
,
brother-in-lawEng
who ant apparently was unmoved as ths
ing his own
of war, with the beside the colors of France and
'assistant
was grim exhibit was produced, wrapped
supper,
women,
3
camp
at
for
the
stopped
men
and
60,000
nearly
assignment
advising
of
and land,
'indefinite
in a white napkin, from an ordinary
years
ninety-ninsentence
a
given
of
in any way pos- boys and girls, marched In a parade
fcelping the
handball.
sible, and the nominal salary of 1 a of natriotlsm that was heered by a in the state penitentiary.
York.
New
month.
million or more citizens of
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hotbed, or In pots or boxes in a iivina
room. Cover the seeds about half an
Inch deep with rich, light soil and
when the plants have three or four
leaves transfer them to thumb pots or
to other boxes, setting the plunts about
two Inches apart each way. After all
danger of frost la past trnnsphiut the
plants so treated to their permanent
home, where they should stand about
18 Inches apart each way In
beds. Fresh manure or manure
used In too large quantities sometimes

(MiWét4-AMEfilCA-

SItK IS REPLACED
BY WOOLEN JERSEY

10 SEPARATE"

PEACE FOR U.S.

or Western Canada and tho
160-AcHomesteads.

-
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gowns and suits of It are sold by the
AMERICA WILL FIGHT UNTIL RE
American dressmakers at absurdly low
"In a war Ilka this, they also serve
PUBLICS ARE MADE SAFE,
prices, as if they knew thut its doom
and serve effectively who till the fields
In
was sealed.
PRESIDENT'S 8TAND.
and gardens.
Beige,' biscuit, string color and three
Fabric.
Standard
"It cannot be repeated too often that
COBAEA SCANDENS
e
tones of gray rule In the
world needs every ounce of food
the
Cobaea scandens Is a
woolen Jersey frocks, but darlj blue,
It can produce this year, and that the
climbing vine which Is easily propaLIBERTY
FOR
growers of that food are sure or gooa
GOATS GIVE WAY TO CAPES dull red and horizon blue ore coining STRUGRLE
gated from seed. The dark color and
strongly Into favor. These frocks are
prices. When men now of middle age
torefined character of Its foliage,
usually made in one piece, and all the
were casting their first ballot, 'dollar
flowers,
gether with its
varieties of drapery and plaiting and
- wheat' was the farmer's Ideal of prosAccept
to
Expected
GRATIFICAWomen
Not
Are
EXPRESSES
BALFOUR
very
for
vine
satisfactory
It
a
render
barreling that prevail In the other
perity. Today, we have
Argument That They Should Show
covering broad areas. It Is a less ramTION AT ENGLAND AND
frocks are used in the Jersey.
wheat, with other grains and meats
Patriotism by Buying Mo
pant grower than the moonflower, but
IntroThis muterial has also been
AMERICA UNITED.
and vegetables In proportion ; and Indi
a
satisfactory
Clothea.
New
as
quite
furnishes
duced Into Juvenile
clothes with
cations that any shift from these
screen made up of much finer leaves.
marked success. It promises to su
prices is as likely to be up as down.
The flowers are not conspicuous, beNew York. Despite the persunslon, persede muslin, silk and linen. Romp- - rVeatern Newapa-peUnion New 8ervtc.
"Every acre must work. The farmer
argument
of
cause of their modest colors and bepleading and
the hundreds
- who Increases his crops Is performing
CoincidentApril
Washington.
24.
foliage.
cause they are hidden by the
of women who have organized them
allv with the arrival In Washington a national service, as well as assuring
Their forra, however, la pleasing and
selves for preparedness to the effect
Sunday of the British Commission of prosperity for himself. There cannot
any.
more
buy
they are open during the day.
women
not
do
that
twenty members headed by the Right be too much, and unless a united and
clothes, but give this money to nationFor success In the climate of Washwill
Honorable Arthur J. lalfour, for a consistent effort Is made, there
al defense, the process of arranging
ington, D. C, seeds of the cobaea scan'
not be enough." Chicago Journal.
the
with
war
conferences
of
goes
series
to
season
new
meet
the
apparel
dens should be sown about March IS
Now that the United States has
government, it becomes
American
steadily on.
,
(n a rich compost. When the young
Aster.
with the Allies, the sentiment
Joined
known that President Wilson Intends
Surely, the appeal of these women
seedlings have devsloped their first
of the past has merged Into the per
assurances
voluntarily
conhis
Ignorance
ta
offer
on
be
of
must
based
thorproves Injurious to asters. Only
, true leaves, they should be transferred
Interest of the present. The duty
that the United States will make no sonal
pots or to tomato cans oughly composted manure mixed with ditions, for they have the welfare of
to three-Incloyal and patriotic citizen is to
of
the
separate "fceace with Germany. The
and kept growing slowly until danger the soil Is safe for these plunts. Small humanity In their hearts or they
bend every effort to bring the great
Bairour
to
Mr.
civic
Into
state
organize
for
bands
would
will
of
not
President
lime, or
of frost Is past. In the open a rich quantities of
War to a satisfactory conclu
that the United States intends to World's
border should be provided, for as soon fresh wood ashes, stirred Into the sur- help; but to plead that no woman
sion,
to
assist In all ways the forces
fight until it achieves these three ob
as hot weather comes on the plants face of the aster beds prove beneficial should buy new clothes and that she
that have been fighting at tremendous
pegtop
upon
and
the
the
frown
should
jects:
of
to the plants. When given plenty
odds the giant power of autocrucy.
The recognition of the rights or Victory Is now assured ; the union of
water and rich, fine soil asters can be melon skirt because they ore new
fashions and demand the purchasing
Americans on the high seas;
grown Into beautiful pot plants.
the grent fighting force of the United
The destruction of the Prussian au States navy. Its military, Its financial
In some localities and during some of new clothes, Is to asgue in a way
very
of
food
demoout
tocracy, deemed a menace to
seasons the aster is seriously attacked that would take the
its full and complete symcratic government and the permanent pathy, will eventually bring about a
black potato beetle the mouths of millions of workers.
by the
These women argue that we should
peace of the world;
or blister beetle (eplcauta pennsyl-vanicapeace that will be solid and lasting.
The security of the United States Canada, Just across the border line,
an Insect which feeds upon follow the example of France, Engand from the plots of Imperial
the partly developed buds, causing land and Germany and that our womthat has no mark of fortification, no
en should make a sacrifice of clothes
from the German government signs of defense, welcomes the assistthen to develop, if at all, into
agand from the plats of Imperial
Irregular blossoms. In such in order to show their national spirit.
ance that the United States Is render
grandizement engineered by Berlin.
localities asters can be successfully But why? The resources of France,
ing, welcomes this new partner Into the
Arthur James Balfour, secretary or arena that is battling for a disruption
grevn under screens of mosquito net' Germany and England were needed for
upon
sprung
them
war, which was
state for foreign affairs of the empire, of the forces that breed and beget tyr
tluij or other thin cloth.
without any warning and found them
formerly nremler. and often called the anny and oppression, and fighting for
unprepared financially. This isn't a
dean of the world's elder statesmen, a democrotlc and free world. What a
GAILLARDIA
figment of the Imagination, but the
was the central figure of a party that sight It will be to see the American
In the galllardlas are found both statement of financiers and captains of
Thla evening gown Is of white satin, Included some of Great Britain's most and the Canadian, with the Stars ond
annual and perennial plants offering Industry.
the skirt embroidered In gold. The prominent men.
Stripes and the Maple Leaf of Canada
a wide selection of varieties and a
Women Will Buy Clothes.
pointed bodice la of black velvet with
With a srenial smile playing over emblazoned in one fold and entwined
Cobaea Scandens.
profusion of bloom over a long period.
However, It takes very little argu- shoulder straps of jet and jet orna- his features, he consented to a brief In their effort to rid the world of an
grow very rapidly If ample food Is at The blooming period begins early and ment to persuade women that their ment with tassel In front.
Interview, warmly expressing his ap Incubus that has disregarded nil laws
trel continues late In autumn. They are national spirit should be shown in
their command. A rabblt-nettlnpreciation of all the United States humnn and divine.
lis or support Is more satisfactory
spending their money on clothes, If era, country clothes and beach suits has done as a neutral in charitable
white,
There is a necessity for the greatest
than cords or smooth wire for this
they have It to spend. Everybody is are made by the hundreds In
anil relief work in Belgium and in effort ever was made, not only on the
gray
deep
pink
and
blue,
horizon
chiefly
by
Itself
as
plant,
it fastens
benefited all down the line, to the
camps, his gratification
Is German prison
fields of Europe, not only on the
tendrils rather than by twining, aa
little cash girl six years old In the touched with blue and silver. Thisdoes that England and the Unitea siaies battle
mined and submarined seas, but in
material
Idea,
for
the
excellent
an
does the morning-glory- .
money
is
city,,
whose
of
slums
the
now were allied for a common pur carrying out on the peaceful fields
needed to give more bread to her fam- not wrinkle. Is easily cleaned or pose, and his conviction that this
also
of agriculture, the plans so urgently
It
shrink.
does
not
and
washed
ily. Therefore, accepting the fact that
LOBELIA
asrequested by those nt the bend of
goes longer without Ironing than any country in its war efforts would
as
popular
be
as
will
new
fashions
The erlnus varieties (lobelias) are
tound the world, particularly Ger- the deportments of resources.
conThe
Intended
for
kind
of
fabric
other
ever and that new clothes will spring
charming little plants that bloom very
many.
recent reports by the Government
stant service.
on
trees
up
the
as
leaves
afresh
the
quickly from the seed and continue
The object of the commission, Mr. show a great falling off In the amount
Another segment of the wheel of
and the grass on the ground, It Is best
gay with flowers all through the seasaid, was "to make
Balfour
jersey
woolen
which
of grain that may be expected from the
In
this
fashion
to content ourselves with telling what
son. For beds, edgings, baskets, and
easv and effective between those crop as of recent date, being only a
gathered
cape
long
Is
appeared
the
has
arguing
buy,
to
Is
rather
than
wise
it
power
pots there Is nothing prettier; their
little over CO per cent, 10 per cent
to a slight yoke at the shoulders, with who are striving with all their
for and against buying.
clear colors and generous bloom make
a lasting peace by tne less than tne average, r.very patriotic
bring
about
to
and
arms
side
for
the
each
at
silts
A summary of what is accepted may
them welcome anywhere.
top with, on Immense only means that can secure It name-l- American will bend oil his effort
be wise at this time. To begin with, finished at the
He may not
The seeds may be sown outdoors In
collar
that fastens on v ' -a Riiccessful war.
. towards Increasing this.
there never has been a season when so handkerchief
'
"Ynnr President, in a most apt ana shoulder n musket, but he can handle
capes are
early spring where the plants are to
These
shoulder.
left
the
much worsted Jersey was worn. The
grow. As the plants appear they
lined with brightly figured Chinese vivid phrase," Mr. Balfour added,"has a hoe, he can drive a team and mandoom of the average skirt and silk
nrndaimed that the world must be age a plow. He will be doing yeoman
should be thinned moderately, or transaJupanese silks.
und
sweater was struck when the fashion
safe for democracy; that self- - service In this way, and assist In a
made
Not
Coat
Cape,
the
The
n planted several Inches apart in rich,
resorts
able season at the winter
open soil. Liquid manure given while
communities are not to be wonderful manner the man who Is
governing
fashions
chunge
in
distinct
Another
opened on the first of the new year.
negligible simply because fighting In the trenches... If he does
trpated
aa
they are In bloom greatly Improves
capes
upon
instead
frock of any material is the insistence
The
Mme. they are small; that the ruthless not now own a piece of land, by all
the flowers. Many sorts are also good
Paquin
and
topcoats.
Mme.
of
garments
in
two
superseded the other
winter conservatory plants of trailing
Galllardla.
Georgette wore these capes in Paris domination of one unscrupulous means get one rent It, buy It got It.
combination.
fea- nnwpr imnprils the future of civiliza
There Is lot of vacant land that will
Varieties of separate short coats all through the winter and
well adapted to mixed borders and are
openings, tinn Ann the liberties of mankind are give ample return for his labor.
spring
nt
the
them
tured
vel
anything
from
of
mude
worn,
very satisfactory as cut flowers. The were
The house of Cheruit also turned out truths of political ethics which the
The desire to possess a home, to im
stems are of good length, carry the
goodly number of them, with all bitter experience of war is burning prove It and to prosper, Is natural to
a
cut
flowers well, and keep fresh as
the peculiar tricks that belong to this into the souls of all freedom-lovinevery American, and today unpreceflowers for a long time when placed in
peoples."
little group of designers.
dented offers are being made to secure
water.
The only topcoats that the smart
the residence of the home hunter. The
SUNK.
UNARMED FREIGHTER
The annual galllardlas are all propahouses offer are for sport use, and
war condition Is draining the continent
gated readily from seeds sown In the
they are made of colored velveteen
of its foodstuffs and economists are
Lives
Struggle
to
for
Left
Americans
seopen, but earlier flowers will be
and stockinet jersey In bold, guy de
endeavoring to meet the rapid depleby
Sunk
Ship
When
cured by sowing seeds In a hotbed
signs. For other hours and purposes,
of the nation's stores of grain and
tion
London. Two British hospital ships other farm products. Western Canada
and transplanting the plants to the
the cape is offered Instead of the topsixtyof
loss
open as soon as killing frosts have
coat. It Is of serge lined with fig sunk by submarines with
has proven her claim to being the natupassed. In either case the blooming
ured crepe; It is of satin lined with three persons, fifteen of them uer ral producer of economically grown
plants should not stand closer than
horizon blue or flamingo pink; It is mans.
foodstuffs and is endeavoring to over
10 or 12 Inches. They grow and bloom
In the Champagne district Germans come n world's xhortage in necessities
of Chinese blue woolen jersey lined
I
'
u.r.
i.""
best when fully exposed to sun and
with gray ; and It Is In gray lined with havfl launched a series of counter at by offering her lands, practically free,
and when planted on a fertile
air,
tacks, which have been repulsed with to anyonAwho will take them and propink, blue or yellow.
Lobelia.
soli.
but light and
A woman will own as many capes severe losses, according to the Lon duce. Labor Is scarce In Canada, and
at she once owned sweaters. They don and Paris war statements..
Is now being bonused. Good wages are
habit. The perennial or tall varieties
garments,
appear
outdoor
as
only
not
suffered
Rprlln
French
nava
the
offered and the time a farm hand is
are handsome, showy plants, found
CALENDULA
but as indoor accessories to house hnavilv near Brave and the Hurtebise drawing nav In 1917. Is considered by
quite effective for backgrounds and
or Pot Marigold.
gowns. They are also used for late farm when moving up infantry into the Canadian Government, the same as
grouping.
The calendula or pot marigold Is a
afternoon and evening wear, Indoors, nosltlon to attack.
residence duties on one of the free 100- hardy annual about a foot high. A
They arc
net.
or
chiffon
of
are
and
acre farms, that this Government Is
Intense
become
have
nnmhardments
ASTER
moderately rich, light soil Is most conbanded with bright materials In the again on the Austro-ltallafront. giving away, in order to settle the fer
The aster is certainly one of the genial to these plants, which should
same color, they are lavishly embroid Heavy fighting reported in Mace tile prairies and bring about within
most satisfactory of the annual flower- be placed about 8 or 10 Inches apart,
ered with beads, silk floss and bullion donia.
few years a half billion annual crop
ing plants. The great variety In its If planted In mass or In borders. The
threads, and igain they are made of
of wheat.
detwo
of
loss
admits
Berlin
size, color, form, and season of bloom- seed may be sown In the open ground
chantllly, Spanish or filet lace, un- The most conclusive evidence Is
stroyers In raid on Dover. German
ing makes it a most satisfactory plant quite early la spring, and the plants
lined and ungirdled.
100 shells into Calais. available to any inquirer, that Western
destroyers
fire
for supplying cut flowers. In fact, will be In bloom early In summer and
usage
There is no limit set on the
produce' more
many of the Improved sorts produce continue to bloom until late In the auOfficial reDorts indicate big battle Canada farra lands will
gown was worn by Mme. lit figured silk for linlngs,and facings,
This
quality
and at a
a
of
better
wheat
some
the
flowers equal In form and size to
tumn. The coloring of the flowers Paquin at her opening in Paris, and and the capes offer excellent advan is brewing on the Alsne, where
lower cost of production per acre than
guns
are
hammer
of the better sorts of chrysanthemums.
French
nevBritish
and
it gava,the final seal of approval to tages for this fashion. This trick
with renewel has heretofore been known in grainThe range of color presented In this
new silhouette. It la of dark blue er had such instant success as this ing the German lines
the
state
no
idle
Is
It
growing
countries.
ac
merits.
group is one of its chief
intensity. No intensive infantry
taffeta embroidered In Nattier blue. season.
ment to say that yields of fifty bushels
Strange as It may appear, the plant
by the McClure Newspa- tion reported yet but artillery duel of
the hips (Copyright, 1917,
sleeves are
The
to the acre of wheat are grown in CanSyndicate.)
per
progress.
Is
in
world Is not very well supplied with
extreme violence
are distended by drapery, and there la
ada ; fhe statement Is made In all seriblue flowers possessing characters
a narrow belt that ties in the back.
Costume.
Knitted
A
and is backed up by the letSnorts
which render them suited to domestic
Washington. April 24. A State De ousness affidavits of reliable farmers
costumes lately arrived
the
and
ters
sweater
silk
how
told
or commercial uses. In the aster, howto
but
the
vet
stockinet,
dispatch, yesterday
These farmers
In Western Canada.
Taris is a knitted sports costume partment
ever, ore found many shades of blue
was second and third class wherever from
n nrman submarine several days ago
sweat
pnnsisHns
n
narrow
nf
skirt
and
are enjoying the same home comforts
high fashion was foregathered.
and purple and for this reason, If
steamer
freight
unarmed'
an
of white sank
neighbors to the south pare
frocks In pr blouse, the model made
placed the that their
for no other, the aster should prove
The number of
of largo whose name was not given,
they have the same good
effect
showing
border
ticipate;
a
yarn
The
The
an attractive decorative plant.
worsted Jersey Is astonishing.
arounu crew' of nineteen. Including five houses, the same good horses and
French designers, aided by the Amer- red roses placed at intervals
habit of growth adapts the aster not
Americans, on the submarine deck, cattle, the same good roads and commannequin
The
nart
of
skirt.
only to close planting for cut bloom,
icans, have produced a wide range of lower
and when a British patrol boat was munication, as well as the same good
tarn
knitted
a
these garments, and they are accept- wore with this costume was a knltt&u sighted, dived suddenly, leaving the
but some forms are robust,
social conditions, and, best of all, they
plants, well adapted for use In an
ed for the street as well as for the tn mnrrh. Another idea
to struggle for their lives in own their land and what they earn
nineteen
ol
a
skirt
worn
with
lilnilse
country and also appear at afternoon turn
herbaceous border where late bloom
Calendula.
water, lae men managed to they own for themselves, .being a foun"Kasha" and still another unique sports the
N
teas.
and careless effects are desired. The
a boat.
reach
dation 'for greater wealth and Inded
When a designer like Gabrlelle suit was developed of white ivasna
ranges through all shades of yellow
more compact-growinup
to
pendence. Advertisement.
slit
narrow
skirt
shmvln
Rancher Shot by Hotel Man.
forms are most desirable for cut from Ivory to deep orange. The plants Chanel takes up horizon blue Jersey
woolen ' em
:
of
a
band
knees
the
Donaldson,
fine
a
F.
A.
and
supple
excessively
open
filnhe.
.Ariz.
In
the
an
earlier
than
freely
and
bloom
blooms, while the
a Paisley pattern defined Globe hotel man and owner of saw
Quite Satisfied.
types are most useful In wild gardens marigold, and are useful in beds, bor- weave which resembles the best qual- hroiderv In
side. The jacket was
Favors are seldom satisfactory
or for screens. The wild aster (aster ders, or backgrounds. The dried flow- ity of stockinet, and makes It Into a the slit oti eitherembroidery to corre mills and stores in Pleasant Valley,
try to Imfrock combined adorned with
thirty-fivmiles from here, shot and me?" "Oh, no. I never
Is one of the most beau- ers are sometimes used for flavoring charming
spond.
nature."
on
prove
biscuit-coloreis
It
ValJersey,
sinthen
with
killed James Haskel, a Pleasant
tiful .and most satisfactory of this soups and stews. There are both
lev rancher. Donaldson and three eye
latter class. The vigor and ease of gle and double forms of the pot mari- natural Hint women wañt such clothes.
' The New Crepe Jersey.
Becomes Standard Material.
witnesses assert that Haskel threat
culture of the aster are factors which gold. One of the most satisfactory
Marine Is for Tlrei Eyes. I
One of the most attractive of the ened to stone the lumberman to death,
The dominant thing that has been
methods of propagating this plant is
a
contribute to Its popularity.
MOVIAS Red Eyes Sore Eye
I
Jersey,
crepe
new
the
is
fabrics
spring
mmmmmh, uranniatea njreuaa. iwmn -and that the shot was fired in self
Plants from seed sown in the open from seeds sown about April 1 In (he done this season is to change Jersey
5
S Bef rmbtm
Murine
snaues,
faiorlte
Riwtoret.
new
nil
comes
in
the
North In spent hotbeds or cold framts. from an unimportant sport material which
Treitment for Hyf that feel dry nd 1011111. -ground in May bloom finely In Septem
defense. The shooting occurred in the
im
almost
is
E GlTeronr Hrr h mnoh of your loYinii oare
a
it
distance
little
From
material,
standard
important
Margaret
E u roar Teeth and with the reme reeclarliy. .
presence of little,
ber and October, when the flowers After the middle of May, In localities Into an
nosalhle to distinguish this wool ma
EVEII
TOD CMM0T BUT HE
THEM.
I
iI Sold
miatFOIOruf
Haskel, who dashed at Donaldson and
are seen at their best. For July and north of Washington It will be safe It rivals serge and crepe de chine,
and Optical Store or by Mall a
yet
crepe,
it
heavy
Chinese
from
terlal
ab
Is
weave
say,
silk
to
the
Strange
to
"Don't
plants
their
Fn
sown
to
crying,
In
the
yount
him,
transfer
should
hot
Ca,
be
seeds
kick
f
liria
bloom,
to
attempted
En IcMdr
August
tklcti.
tit
or
Jersey
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sent from the French gowns, and has nil the wearing quality
shoot my daddy!"
March or April in a cold frame, spent permanent summer quarters.
HortlculturUt, Bureau of PImt Induitry
U. S. Depcrtmcnt of Agriculture
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.Floergheam Meranat

on

Company
"The House of Service"
Groceries
Drugs

Fruits, Vegetables,
Staple Goods

Toilet Articles
Patent Medicines

Grand
Ppenin
1

Furniture
For every need and

Crockery
And Kitchen Utensils

Monday,
MAY 7th'
Mens' Furnishings
Mens and Boys Clothing
HATS and CAPS

Announcement

--

With stores located at Springer,
Abbot and Roy, beg leave to an-

Lumber
And all building Material

nounce to the General Public that
the GRANDOPENING of our new
store at Roy will take place

DRY GOODS and

Millinery
And ready to wear

cloth-in- g

for everybody.

Agents For
Hot Springs Chemical. Co. High grade
line of Patent medicines - known the
world over.
De Soto Mineral Water of Hot Springs

Arkansas.

0

SOUVENIRS
to All who
Attend the Opening.
Will be Given

Monday,May 7th
and we most respectfully invite every
one to visit and inspect one of the
Finest and Modern Stores in this
State. We have spared no expense
to make this the most attractive
trading place in the West, with all
the most modern improvements com
bined with taste. There will be a
Ladies Rest Room where ladies may
bring their children and have lunch
and spend a restful hour. Our
clerical force will serve you in a
pleasant and business like manner.
In opening this great establishment, we will sell for one entire week
for CASH ONLY-al- l goods in every
department positively for less than
todays market value. All our goods
are new and seasonable and were
bought by expert buyers who know
'
the wants of our patrons.

Yours Truly,
Floersheim Mercantile Co

R

"The

One-Pric- e

COAL
Grain Flour and Feed

We BUY
WOOL, HIDES & PELTS

Farm & Ranch Produce.

HARDWARE

v

Paints and Oils, Farm
Machinery etc.
7
Saddlery & Harness

Store"
m
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Fred Brown is planning to
farm on a big scale this summer
and do his share toward reducing
the H. C. of L. He is having a
hundred acres of sod broken up
back of the Garage by Jim Christ
mans tractor plow and will farm
a lot of other land near town
Fred has never missed a crop
yet when he farmed here. He
always plants the seasons that
make good and lays off the dry
years, This is a hopeful sign
for the other dry farmers.

Some months ago we discover
that the Empire Type Foundry
of Buffalo, N. Y, made Logotypes, or words cast in one type
and we tried out the plan to see
if it were really practical. A few
"Logos" were secured and used
for a time with indifferent re
suits. Of late, however, we have
given them a fair show with the
result that many of the words
most used are added to our cases
and by a clever arrangement
planned by Miss Mabel Bruce,
our compositor (who also feeds
presses and does most of the hard
work) and drudgery of composi
tion ha3 been materially less?ned
it is made possible to accomplish
much more type setting in a day
We will back this print-shoa
gainst any other in the state for
the amount of work done weekly
by two people,
Editor and
"Devil" and we have Saturday
for a holiday besides.

.

GREAT DIVIDE-

:-

Roy Boost

er Edition for sale at FAIRVIEW
PHARMACY, Mail them to your
Friends, Be a Booster.

j

Claude Hand and Frank Luka
sek went to Mora Monday to com
plete their naturalization and be
citizens ot the
come
is
S.
Claude
a Canadian and
U.
Frank is a Bohemian. Both are
good citizens and we are glad to
John Whiting left Monday for
see them getting the formalities
completed.
Randolph, Nebraska where he
will work on a farm this summer
It is with pleasure we note the at wages that are surprising. He
appointment of Captain James will go as far as Denver in an
Baca, of Santa Fe, as Adjutant auto with a party of land seekers
General of the New Mexico Mi- John has been visiting his moth
litia to succeed Adj. Gen. Her- er, Mrs. F. H. Foster, he will
ring, who has gone east to active read the
while absent this
service.
time.
Cap. Baca is one of the finest
boys we have ever met and the
Earnest Anderson went to Mills
appointment is a worthy one.
Monday morning to take charge
of one of the big Tractors for the
W. S. Dunn was down from Wilson Co. on
their tract breakhisomestead near Mofax and ing sod for this summer's bean
called to fix his subscription acct crop. Earnest has had a lot of
He has been in poor health all experience in the big gas engine
winter. His daughter, Miss Vi- factories in Illinois and Indiana
vian Dunn has been in college at and is an expert with Tractors.
Plainview, Texas this winter and
will be home for the summer vaDeputy Sheriff R. C. Grunig,
cation.
Al S. Hanson. Judcre

I missed Connections
for the Tractor demonstration last Saturday
account of

Trouble with

ed

S--

Foster
Evertt
Jones
and
others
to
went
Mrs. E. D. Choate, who' was
Sunday
Mora
to
attend
Court.
here at Dr. Plumlee's Hospital
last week and went home return
FOR SALE;
320 acres, best
ed Saturday. She suffered a re1

lapse and complications which improved íand to be found any4
where.
made her return necessary.
mile from Roy City
Limits, good well, two tanks,
house, barn, fenced and cross
$100,000.00 to Loan
fenced, 130 acres in or to be put
at 9 percent
in crops this spring. Inquire at
We have the above amount of Variety Machine Works. Roy N.
money to loan on farms on this M.
mesa. 9 percent lpercent com- T 2 pd.
mission- no inspection fees.
Inspector will be here in about
FOR SALE:-Sp- an
of Horses.
30 days. File applications now.
Span of Mules, Two good tents
or trade.
J. L. HAYES Real Estate Agt. willSeesellteam
at my farm 2 miles
Solano.
east
of
Offiice with F. H. Foster, U.S.
H. R. Johnson
Commissoner, ROY, N. M.
Solano, N. M.
3--

"Tin-Lizzi- e"

I very much regret having disappointed those who wished to see the demonstration but wish to announce that on

Sat. April 28 th.
At Mr. Abernathy's farm
1 mile north of Roy, N. M.
I will positively demonstrate

The Staude

p

full-fledg-

April 21st. on

Make-A-Tracto- r'
on plowing, discing and harrowing. A measured acre of
land will be plowed, disced and harrowed, and the gas and
oil used will also be measured,

The motive power used will be

A second hand Ford car with

'Staude

Make-A-Tracto-

r'

Demonstration starts at 1:30 Sharp.

John H. Guyer
J. E. WILDMAN
Real Estate, Loans

C. F. Nugen sends us diniero
for the
from Big Sandy,
Montana where he has lived for
several years.

and Insurance

SAFE MEDICINE FOR CHILDREN,

Office

at Residence

S--

"Is it safe?"

is

the first question to

be considered when buying cough medROY, N. M icine for chi dren, Chamberlain's Chugh
Remedy has long been a favorile with
mothers of young children as it congood young
FOR SALE:-O- ne
tains no opium or other narcotic, and
colt,
One good may lie given to a child as confidently
with
work mare
young work mare will foal in May as to an adult, It is pleasant to take
Two good dairy cows, will be too, which is of great importance when
a medicine must be given to young
resh between 1st and 15th of children, This remedy is most effectApril, One good stock cow, will ual in relieving coughs, colds and
be fresh in May (this cow has al croup. Obtainable everywhere.

wavs delivered a calf every ten
months.) Also four yearling bull YOU PRESS THE BUTTON
WE DO THE REST
calves.
Inauire of F. M. Ogden at my
We are equipped to finish your
'arm 11 miles, N. E. of Roy, N.M, films by the best mothods and
GEO. W. LUCAS.

print them on the best paper,
Velox, in the least possible time.

Attorney J. B, Lusk and Al- - Uniform Prices.
phonso Romero started too Mora
Flk Drug Store
Sunday via the Polly, to attend
Tucumcari, N, M.
Court.
District

SUPPLEMENT

LOCAL
Jim Christman went out to the
country last Sunday and recover
ed two strings of tools from wells
where the owners of the Drills
had lost them and failed to
"Grab" them. Jim is a wizard
when it comes to drilling wells
and there is something uncanny
about his success with well
machinery.
We understand a "Kangaroo"
was at large in town one night
this week. The animal was'nt
satisfied with devouring a nice
fat man but turned and attacked
its keeper who was seriously
damaged in his feelings.

Roy's first volunteer soldier is
Homer Holmes, who has signed
up his application to enlist in the
service of his country as a soldier
Ellis Abernathy has also signified
There
his willingness to enlist.
are many more who will volunteer as soon as they are convinced it means real service and not
merely training camp.
Our
young men will goto war readily
enough to fight but the regular
army offers no inducemest to an
active, energetic young American
compared to the activities of
peaceful pursuits.
Virgil Anderson
has been
building a house on his home-tea- d
south of town two or three
e
tiiles and will commence
thereon next week. He
ias a picturesque place with
rees and canyons and plenty of
jood farm land and a spring and
it will be a delight to live there
in summer,

THE SPANISH - AMERICAN.

TO

Resolutions of Condolence
WHEREAS: It has pleased
the Heavenly Father to call to
his reward, Chauncey Conner of
El Reno Okla. the only son of
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Connor of
Solano, New Mexico and
WHEREAS- :- a home circle is
broken and a grief stricken wife
and children are left to mourn a
kind husband and father, be it

APRIL

Mesdames C. L, Justice, F. S,
Brown, F. A. Roy and W, H.
Baum, spent Thursday afternoon
calling on friends in Mills, Mrs.
Justice drove the party in her
new car, her first long trip as
her own cheffeur.
A Dartv of Denverites mitci'sr- iag of Messrs. A. M. RtidhproChas. Miller and Chris Bensburg
er drove down to Roy last week
and took a careful survey of the
State Land sold Wednesday.
They are coming here to live on
some of that land and are fine
fellows whom we shall welcome
to Roy when they return.
-

and among other things he orn
sent
dered the
regularly to The Wilson Land &
Grain Co. at Arcade, New' York
which is the headquarters of a
big business of which the Mills
Developement he is instituting
is but a small part. .
He is just a common man on a
large scale.
Spanish-America-

--

fu-th-

er

one-ha- lf

of Solano called
joined
Tuesday and
our list of
C. F. Stanley,

regular readers at that burg.
been here long
enough to be classed as an
Mr. Stanley has

old-time-

Worth an Introduction.
'Tls well to know one's own mind,
nit it's at least equally important tc
lave a mind worth getting acquainted
with. Buffalo Tiroes.

was sitting on the floor, disconsolately
playing with her doll. Suddenly there
was a rigorous stamping of small feet
on the porch.
"Oh," exclaimed Mary,
with a sigh of relief, "it makes me
o delightful to hear Bob's
foot-tracks- ."

r.

Vernie Kenoyer is taking or
Drs. Gibbsand Plumlee and
iersfor Mr. Newman's big Pano Attorney D. S. Durrin
left Tuesama and other pictures of interday noon for Mora, called as witest here and is making quite a
nesses in the Ebel rape case
success of it.
which was set for Wednesday
The Roy High School girls en- morning.
tertained the boys Basket Ball
Lindsey issues a
Governor
earn in the Schoolhouse last Fri-ia- y
Proclamation this week calling
night. The party was chap
on all loyal citizens to get busy
ironed by Mrs. Waters, Mrs. Decrees, Mrs. Willcox, Mrs. F. A. planting crops and supply our
selves with food during the war
Roy, Miss Hornbaker Rev. Hearn
period also to guard against
and others.
waste and extravience and to
The young peoole had a fine
utilize the land to the limit to
time and the chaperonage was
produce food crops and animals.
not too strict.
Refreshments
It is a long document and we can
ierved by the girls was one of
not reproduce in full this week.
;he features and games and
much laughter were indulged in- The State Land Office at Santa
Fe
has issued a circular letter to
Isaac Móntoya, a young man
all leasors of State Sands for
from Guadalupita,
near Mora
Grazing purposes permitting
came in Tuesday and went to
to break up State land and
them
Buyeros to visit his sister, Mrs.
to crops during the War
plant
Costillo,
He has been a student
at the Las Vegas Normal until Period without paying the ad
in rental from that paid
recently
of his father vance
for
grazing
purposes and urging
causing him to leave school and
upon
all
necessity of raising
the
assume the duties of head of the
crops for food during the war.
family.
the-deat- h

O. T. Wilson, of the Wilson
Co. of Mills, was a pleasant calloffice last Friday
er at the S--

RESOLVED- ;- By the W.C.T.U.
of Solano N. M. that the heart
The New Afle.
Fond Popa "Well, son, what did
felt sympathy of this organizayou learn In school today?" Son "Aw,
tion be extended to our President
not much, find. We haddn couple of
Mrs. Conner, her daughter Mrs.
two reclers in history, a three reel
.raveloguc In geogrnphy, nnd n split
W. Mackey and other sorrow
A grand Ball is scheduled at eel nature study. They useta give us
ing relatives of the deased, and
the Hall in Roy Saturday night, i wild West pitcher once In a while,
be it
nit they don't do It no more.'
May 5th to which all are invit Widow.
RESOLVED- :- That a copy of ed.
Adv.
these resolutions be tended our
Seems the Same.
president, a copy published in The "Tuesday Club" Ladies Few men ure reformed by marriage
our local paper and a copy fur met with Mrs. Fred Brown as although many are regulated. Milwaukee News.
nished our recording Secretary hostess. A pleasant afternoon
As a further mark of our sym and appropriate refreshments
Optimistic Thought
pathy and respect the regular are reported.
Without danger, danger cannot be
meetings of the W.CJ.U. will
surmounted.
be discontinued for a period of
The story of the native of Mora
To Cure a Cold.
three months.
who gave himself up to Sheriff
ltemove the seeds of one medl uniPat. Sanchez recently for the tize grapefruit, put the pulp into oue
Committee
quart of cold water, and boll slowly
murder of a Mr. West near Trini until it is reduced
to one pint. Strain
dad is calculated to command nnd sweeten to taste. Drink
pity. He was apparently sinned the quantity hot Just after retiring at
D. P. Upton of La Cinta Can
night and the remainder cold in the
grievously and the morning.
Ilepeat the second night If
yon was in town Tuesday and against most
hardships he has endured have necessary.
called to read the war news from
been bitter. We doubt his being
the several dailies on our table.
Welcome Sound.
the "Bad man" he has been reHe will answer the call to "Plant
There was not a sound in the house
presented to be.
except the ticking of the clock. Mary
Beans" this summer.

resi-lenc-

.
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Year Choice of

f!inttyFcir (04) Styles

Color

(,

nd

the
iiniin i;.

of "Rmnpar" Bicycles, shown In full color In our big new Catalogue lust off thepress. There
(M others, also, shown at prices ranging from $11.7 B, $13.75, $15.7 H
are eighty-thre- e
up. There is a MEAD Bicycle for
vtwjr rider, at a price nude possible only by our
R
sales plan.
CCIJn
Wfl HflPEV but write TODAY for this new Catalogue of "Rnntrer" Bicycles,
w II if II V lit Ufa sal Tires aud Sundries at price so low Uuv will astontth you. Also,
full particulars of our great new oiler to deliver to you ail eharqrt ynjmM your choice of any
of the 94 kindsof RANGER" Bicycles you may select, fur ONU MONTH'S VRKti TRIA L.
This wonderful offer is aimtiutdv genuine. No one criticises your choice if it's a "Rungcr" the
most popular, largest selling Bicycle in Uie country.

LOS,

he!3

Vf
TIRES,
trie Litihtinu (hdfitu, all the newest ideas
In Bicycle equipment and Sundries," as well as the Repair Putts nnd Combination Offers for
refitting your old Bicycle all shown fully Illustrated, at HALF VISUAL PRICES. Our new
Catalogue is the largest ever issued by any Bicycle concern. Even if you do not need a nc-- j
Bicycle now, or Repair Parts, Tires, etc. , for your old Bicycle, you need this Catalogue to tell yon
uie prices you snouia pay wnen you do Day,
We want a Rider Agent in every neighborhood to ride
RIDER AGENTS WANTED and
exhibit the new "RANGER." Vou can select the
particular style suited to your own needs. Boys and young men in all parts of the country are
riding "Rangers" and taking orders from their friends. They ninke a good commission on every
snie ana so can you. our great output, perfected methods and macmueiy enable us to sell
"Quality" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
MOTORCYCLE AND AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES.
Our ble, new Catalogue atso gives large
space to these lines at lowest prices. Thousands of onr "Bicycle" customers of a generation airo
buying
us,
Sundries
Uiey
their
of
now
are
Auto"
because
know "Mead" quality aud prices are
always right.
RITE US TODAY. Do not delay. A postal request at a cost of one c?nt will bring you Uie
big catalogue, L0 NUT BUY until you get it and our wonderful new offers and prices.

J.

B'ált-üp--

L. MEAD CYCLE CO.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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CLASS.

TRAINING
t

lara Martin

'"

by

week

Editor.

1st Assistant.
2nd. Assistant

lipton Downing
Reportera

--

AiX

A

Studbkts

PLAY

in Four Acts
ENTITLED

Comedy-Dram-

a

School Board
r.

A. Roy,
Remigio Lopez,

i

S.

Chairman,
Secretary,

Bown, "

"A Prairie Rose"

"Member.

Teachers
E. KutuBix,

lara, russeu,

' :ijgenia

7th and 8thrades.
itfc and Oth Grades.

Roy1,-Mar-

'

Waters
lowby
'an Jenkins"

' ,rrin

.MIS-HAP-

Night,

May 11th, 1917

By Graduating Class
ROY HIGH SCHOOL

4th Grade
Primary
1st Primary

,

Ben Branch
A volt Wendland

2Dd

),.,

3 B

8

..

Elmer Scott

CAST

n

Several of the II. S. papila at- 'ended the Basvballgame at Mills

S

RF

Roy Hail

.

F
L F

C

Silas Wilder
"A Dewf Old Ranchman"
Roy, B. Hall Elmer Cole
"A Young Chicago Physician"
Dr. Robert Raymond
Ernest H. Cochrane.
Philip Bryant "A Wealthy Young Lawyer of Chicago"
Lester Floersheim
Archie Keatherhead
"A Young Chicago Dude"
W. Cravens Plumlee
"A Kansas Cowboy"
Clara M.' Martin
Bill BrigKS
"Philip Bryant's Servant"
J. Clifton Downing
Mose
"Younger Brother of Silas" Fern R. Depew
Ralph Wilder
Lfey Jane Slocum "Silas' Housekeeper, Later his Wife"
di
Fern R. Depew
,
8:00 P.M.
Dorothy Deane
"Phil's Sweetheart, Later hiawife"
'
Lena E. Lusk
Agná Kaymond ' "Robert's Divorced Wife" Lena E. Lusk
"A Prairie Rose"
Ros Wilder
C. Erma Russell

S

Sunday.
Among one of the unfortunate
"rowds was a girl by the naroeof
'laru tip Via téúá Á a envurtiínti haA
xa punctures, the last puncture
ecuring near Mills, Clara re.
arked: "I like your cara and
'ords, but walking's the life for
to i", and thus walked the rest
f the way to the ball game. She
very touchy on being asked
ny questions about the trip. .,
Among thé next unlucky crowd
asTillie who was alsoln a. car
hich refused to go, So Tillie
ecided that it needed "Glue" so
ie and Maud took a stroll over
he prairie huuting "Glue". And
'
you own a car and want to
eep its reputation
Yon had
etter not ask her many quest-n- s
about, her trio..; ,
.

.

.

8:00 P. M.

2b4 and 3rd Grade

4yra DbF&bes

,

Friday

Prin.

0

The Roy II. S. Base Ball Team
has challenged the Springer
H. S. Team to a game of ball at
Springer Saturday. The Spring
boy accepted and our bovs are
going prepared for a tough game
The following: is the ' line-u- p
which Cap. Hall will use against
bpnnger
.,
Ernest Cochrane
C
Clifton Downing
P
Claude Brashears
IB
Lester Floersheim
2 B

Suppe

,

Friday Night
April 27

.

COME

sy'nopsjs
Act

Archie has an adventure and tells of bis love for Rose

1

A ' 'guaranteed 4poposal.)'')&beri maes a concession. Silas tells
the story of his life. .Mose gets a bad scare, and Rose gets better acquainted with her old "pal," Bill. Acrhie tries to defend
himself. Mose makes a mistake. The doctor defines love. "Come

.

'

.

Guy Hayes was one of the
icky victims Who went to Mills
unday.He had the bad luck of
.etting his car broke down on
.he way. tw :..-.,i.:..

1

í

,

Third and fourth grade have do
corated their room wiih flags.

'

then!"
Act 2lrArchie tries "This beautiful sunshine,'' and gets to
the point at last. "0 Lordy!" Rose in love. "Cheer up, Rosie!
I ain't a kickin'!" Rosie is afraid. "I jest think you've got the
purtiest eyes!" Uncle Silás H willing.' "It be all right, Doc!"
to have some ice cream. Mose to the rescue
Silas proposes
Rose learns the truth. Bill to the defense. ' "No ye won't,
" "
Bill!"
on and take it,

i

The fourth grade is committing
to memory the States and capital
of the United States for Geogrphy
lessons.

,

,

.

Aliena Pendleton, who has been

absent for several days' is now
--

back again.

"

-

;

'

The clock in the H. S. was like
some of the base ball v la vers.
it couldn't make á ruu Mondavi
but made a bom e run Tuesday.

-

.

:

-

't

The sixth grade is finishing
lecima'ls which are now very hard.

"Rose
, Act 3, Scene, 1: Bill on track of right ''steer'' at last.
'
.loved me fúst, an' she'll have me now" , "Curse ye! I'm
square with, ye now!" Just an accident! "For Roses sake!,"
Scene 2 Phil and Dorothy come to an understanding. Rose
is still ''powerful sot in her,idees!" Silas springs a hew sen- -'
sation and .incidentally a hew and not- altogether welcome
"bad!"' A reconciliation and a parting. "My poor little girl!"
-

Elmer Cole was absent from
school

yesterday.

The pupils of the Eighth grade
ire getting ready for graduation.
Most of the Eighth Grade went
!hru the final examination with
colors flying.
We have decided to name our
I. S. clock. "Springer', because

t seems impossible for it to make
'
:'
" '
a run.
WE WANT
.SCHOOL.

MORE HIGIÍ

.,

Aet

4--

7

Afternoon, tea,

Bill finds hothouse

flowers

This

is our last Record we
this term of school.

will publish

The Girls of the School have
ended their Basket BalJ Season
and started Base Ball.. They are
certajnly some dandy players.
,

,

too,

The H. S is so' patriotic that
didn't mean to come afore ye got
boys brought tne U.the
lag
your clo'es on!" A little domestic tiff that blows over satisfac-tprily- ,;
room.
.,
their
he guaranteed . proposal fails. Silas is very much
" r,
married. An old friend turns up. .M Merciful Heavens! It is
The H. S. begean rehearsing
'
Rose!", "Back to the Prairie!" "This!" "Louder, please!"
their play Monday; ' .

fragrant for his nose.

"L,

-

v

Time of Playing- - About two and one half hours

Admission 25c.
Reserved Seats lOcts. Extra

o

-

Books for the Ljbrary have
now arrived and as soon as they
are uroperly classified they will
be ready for use. Come in and
inspect the oooks, book cases etc
and see if you do not think the
effort has been worth while.

The Second and Third Grades
havebegun work on their
rrame for the last day of school.
They say they want everyone to
e present.
;
Robert Hearn was,,, elected
aptain of the 4th grade basket
'

'all team.

"Fay Lucero was absent Tuess... , ...
day..
Lysle Anderson has comeback
-- to stay
may be.
o school
.has .return d

Leolu í.Mahóney
school.
;
--

i
!

.''

: '

Effie and Kva Cole were

sent Friday.

ab-

'

v
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Quibs and Cranks from the
Miss Uoy said that she learned
& Sixth Grades.
Fifth
to spell orw-- 1 about fifty years
The
teacher said one day to
ago.
the pupils why dont you keen
Miss Roy said that one day is your bands clean like Golder?
to much for Lvsle Anderson to Golder you may rise up and tell
come to school.
howyou keep your hands so clean,
We will soon finish the reqoir Yessum said GoMer politely. I
ed amount of 'Work in Latin, and wash the dishes every morning.
thus it is that oar work for this A Girl in the fifth grade asked
year U drawing to a close.
Frank Baker if she could go with
Questions for the second 8th him and Frank didn't know what
Grade Examinatioh hae orrived to say and MissRoy told him
and the examination will take ta" say yes.
place Thursday and Friday.
Are he friends we make in
There are only four more High School.
weeks of school.

''

,

Jannette Lii'sk js class historian
nd has begun working on the
.listory this morning.

r

',.

m

Elmer Scott the class 'prophet,
prophecying.

-

'

"

.

,........-.'"-

'.

Le-Ro-

Femin Gonzalles is back in
after an abence of several

--

school
weeks.

Tillie Branch ibas 'returned to
:.ehool after a day 's absence.

'

t

y

1

--

.

'

ie

Delmav Bruce; i Clara Kurcin,
idmunu Anderson and lieece
.lussell stand first in .their class
í
' 1 H i i
n reading,

Gervus Wftldman Jhas

Springer

that they would play
at Springer, Saturday the 28tb.
The followin 'will probably go:
Cochrane, Downing, Brashears
Floersheim, Branch, A. Wend-lanE. Scott, Cole, B. Wendland,
R, Hall and Manager Plumlee.
Wednesday

.

The

cliool again.

Base Ball boys of the H.S.

MORE
H.S
NEED
The following is the names of
the pupils who will ' be ready for
the Elev eath Grade next year.
Clara-MarMartin,' Lena, Ellen
Lusk.Clara Erma Russell, Fern
Ruby Depew, Cravens Plumlee,
B. Hall, Ernest Cochrane
Claude Brashears,

l

.

the

received word from

t WE

-

Seventh grade,,). taking
ie Eighth Grade History so they
.redoing work for next .year.
,

The tenth grade is greatly relieved this week, --they' finished
their Caesar last Friday.

The Tenth grade pupils' have
finished their General History
and are taking a general review.

Clifton Downing is studying on
(is pait in the play,,

Empire.

The fifth and sixth grade have
quit playing basketball and have
been playing base ball.
N
'
There will be asplendidprogam
at the piw social Friday night.
.
,
Dont fail to come.

d,

:

' The Seventh Graders are writ
ings composion on the Japanese

Fern was afraid to drink out of
the water bucket for fear that the
- had had his fingers in it.

'

'

v

'

The Fourth grade A class has
fmish the arithmetic and are now
eveiwing.
Mary Kwecin has been out of
chool for two weeks.
Georgia Esquibel was absent
..londay.

Prof. J. E. Russell

?

i

,

,

-

'

,

,

Mrs Ogdénand Mrs Wilcox
visited the schools last Tuesday.

.

begun

'

The following are the names of
the pupils who will graduate this
year.
r
;
Lillian Jeaiinette Lusk
Julius Clifton Downing
Conará Simpson Evans
Ermal James Greenwoob

- ..Violetta Gertrude Bruce
The A and B classes of the
Most of the children of the
Kenneth Rollie Hall
finished
grade
primary
who
have
were
primary
room
sick
James Elmer. Cole
Leona Pint was absent from
reand
year
pox,
William , Elmer Scott
readers
chicken
with
this
have
three first
the
;hool Tuesday.
grade
work
doing
second
covered and are back in school.
Lucy Heflin
now
are
Henry Romero quit school last
The lower grades enjoyed a
Delbert ays if the teacher All the pupils have been bres
'
Friday.
'
visit from the Mesdames Wilcox didn't talk so much the children ent in the H.S. room this week.
The fifth grade are reviewing and Ogden Teusday afternoon.
would not.
We have begun practicing our
think
n Arithmetic and dont
Myler
Gibbs
been
Rose which
absent
has
iiey will ever get through.
Josephine Gonzalez was absent class play, Prarie
pupils
from school for some time.
H.S.
by
the
given
be
will
Tuesday.
I

Selena Martinez is bock in
The Roy H. S. baseball boys
school
after ' several wseks
iave received a letter from the
springer H. S. boys telling them absence.
,',
hat it would be impossible for
.FRIENDS
'.hem to accept their challenge
Friejnds
e may "meet
ror a game.
Friends we may greet
All were present in the H. S.
But tne one.s that cannot be
'
beat-- '
room, Monday morning. '
.

'

Work on the program forgrad-uatioWt are entering upon the
has been begun and if
last phase of our work in General History and can begin to see none of the plans go wrong,
chat our work for the year is everything will be ready ,by
May 12th.
drawing to a close.
n.

The Fifth and Sixth Grades ara
'Copper In Ancient Day
very proud of the library which
Copper, among the ancient Hebrew,
thev have helped to start. We was used in making helmeta, spears
now have over two hundred vols. and other Implements of war. The exin Job.
YOU are INVITED to COME, pression "bow of steel," found copper."
should be rendered "bow of
SEE and DRAW BOOKS from Copper eonld not have been applied to
IT.
these uses without the artiBana
g

"Hoc Der President" is the
sentence that should be en the
n
at
lips of loyal
the present time, for now is the
time to show your loyalty to that
great nation which has nourished
The
you and your family
America.
of
United States
German-America-

some forgotten secret for rendering the metal harder and more elas
tic than we can make it today.

Helps Keep Flowers Fresh.
is said that sphagnum mows in the
)Ottom of a vase used for cut flower
trill keep the water fresh for some
ime.

It

Mr. Ratcliffe visited our schools
We printed about two hundred
How It Works.
The man who imagines himself
last week.
nice bills, this week, adversising
The boys have had very little
Is, of course, the one who
grduation play, Friday night,
our
but will try the game, Imagines his loss would be irreMrs:- - Ogden substituted
practice
for
May 11th. Don't forget the date.
strong
will be played parable and he usually turns out
Miss Roy Friday afternoon and
A double-headBuffalo
In nothing but imagination.
The graduation exercises will be
gain Monday.
at Roy immediately after school Times.
held the following night the 12th.
-

.

indis-pensib- le

f

er

is

I

out
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